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down over
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NCAA tournament.
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i The baseball team lost
its 5th straight game in
extra innings to
Dayton.

I The women's track
and field team
opened its season with
a strong performance
at the Raleigh relays.
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Dancers raise over $200,000
for Children's Miracle Network
For more Dance Marathon
photos, see pages 6 and 7.

By ROBERT RECKER
The BG News
Dance Marathon concluded
Sunday evening at the Student
Recreation Center with recordbreaking results.
By the time the 32nd hour had
ended, $217,366.04 had been
raised for Children's Miracle
Network affiliates Mercy Children's Hospital and the Medical
College of Ohio.
The total was 41 percent more
than last year's record of
$153,702.
"Most
people
expected

$200,000, but $217,000 is just phenomenal," said financial committee chairwoman Jodie Huhn.
"We had double the dancers
Icomnared to last year) and we
did more tundraisers, like selling
T-shirts and hats," Huhn said.
"All the organizations just got
more into fundraising this year.
There was also a silent auction
that was telecast world-wide on
the BGSU web page. Items auc-
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Tliefollotving article is the first part of a three-part series about the use
of marijuana. Today's article will explore how marijuana came to be illegal
and the debate over the legalization of marijuana. Tomorrow's article will
explore the recreational and medicinal affects of marijuana. Wednesday's
article will present the legal ramifications and Ohio's law regarding the
use of marijuana.
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say what?
"We had double the
dancers (compared to
last year) and we did
more fundraisers, like
selling T-shirts and hats."
Jodie Huhn
Dance Marathon financial
committee chairwoman

• See DANCE, page nine.

In grade school children are
taught the dangerous effects of
marijuana, but now many adults
are advocating marijuana's legalization. The debate over the
legality of marijuana use has
been constant ever since its prohibition in the 1930s.
Arguments for and against the
decriminalization and legalization of marijuana have recently
gained more support as new
material about the positive and
less harmful effects of marijuana
is released.
One of the most common and
accessible drugs, marijuana (also
known as pot, weed, reefer,
cannabis or grass) refers to the
buds or leaves from the plant
Cannabis satiini which naturally
contains the chemical Tetrahydra
Cannibinol. When smoked, marijuana produces a state of eupho-

electronica

Marijuana use goes back
almost 400 years in U.S. history
to a time when most farmers
grew marijuana for its fiber content.
It was during the 1930s that
marijuana began to be considered a dangerous and harmful
drug that should be made illegal.
The Federal Bureau of Narcotics,
headed by Commissioner Harry
J. Anslinger, began to investigate
claims that marijuana, when
smoked, became dangerous.
He appeared before the House
Ways and Means Committee and
said his investigation of the
effects of the drug, when smoked
or consumed, proved that it "is

dangerous to the mind and body,
and particularly dangerous to
the criminal type, because it
releases all of the inhibitions."
He spoke of people flying into
delirious rages, committing violent crimes and feeling increased
physical strength and power
while under the influence of
marijuana. Based on Anslinger's
report, the committee passed the
Marihuana Tax Act of 1937, the
first law that outlawed personal
possession of the drug.
"Nobody supporting the continued illegalization of marijuana cites any of the reasons that
were originally given," said
Allen St. Pierre, executive director of NORML (National Organi-
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BG News Photo/ SCOTT FAUBER
Top left: Criston Smith, Morale Captain, leads dancers in a
series of pre-dance stretches. Top right: Dancers checked in
for the event 8 a.m. Saturday morning. Above: Debbie Strausbaugh of Ken's Flower Shop sets up a balloon arrangement that
was used to mark the dance floor entrance.

zation for the Reform of Marijuana Laws).
But despite the flawed reasoning, he said, the government still
believed in and enforced the
criminalization of marijuana.
According to the Mar. 4 issue
of Rolling Stone magazine,
decriminalization of marijuana
was later supported by many
politicians, but right-wing conservatives remained unconvinced that the illegality of marijuana was more harmful than the
effects of the drug.
In 1980, Ronald Reagan began
the War on Drugs. Since then, the
government has enforced stricter
punishments for those who sell
or use marijuana, and has supported further legislation that
will keep marijuana from being
legalized.
Organizations advocating the
steadfast prohibition of marijuana, such as Partnership for a
Drug-Free America, commonly

note marijuana's negative side
effects as reason to keep marijuana an illegal substance. Partnership for a Drug-Free America
notes that marijuana use results
in serious side effects, such as
"reduced ability to perform tasks
requiring concentration and
coordination, such as driving a
car ... psychological dependence
... impairments in learning and
memory, perception, and judgment — difficulty speaking, listening effectively, thinking,
retaining knowledge, problem
solving and forming concepts."
Others still support the prohibition of marijuana, although
they may believe some claims
are exaggerated.
Bruce Johnson, vice president
of FASI, a substance abuse
agency, said he believes the government might make marijuana
use seem worse than it is, but the
drug does cause harm and
• See MARIJUANA, page nine.
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tioned off included pictures
autographed by actors and athletes, quilts and signed television
scripts.
Huhn sees this year's total as
h plateau to be reached by future
Dance Marathons.
"I don't know what more we
could do next year," Huhn said.
Entertainment
committee
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BG News Photo/MATT MILLER
A campus shuttle comes to a halt in front of the new stop signs outside of East Hall in this
time-exposure photo. The signs were installed to make the area near East Had safer.
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The BG News
Diplomacy, negotiation and
cooperation — all key points in
trying to make a political organization function.
Fourteen University students
get to experience the pressure of
being a diplomat and problem
solver on Tuesday, Mar. 30 in
New York, when they go to represent Italy in the Model United
Nations.
Curtis Peet, director of the
Model UN program and assistant professor of political science,
said Model UN gives students an
in-depth look into one country's
political position.
"It's a simulation process

where different schools pretend
that they are different nations,"
he said. "This year BG represents
Italy, so our job is to act and think
as if we are working for the Italian government."
According to Peet, Model UN
provides education through
operational experience where
students get to feel hands-on
why diplomacy is so difficult
and how different countries'
interests often can conflict with
each other.
Ana Tereza Pereira, a senior
journalism and theater major, is
the University's head delegate of
this year's Model UN group. It is
her third time participating in
• See UNITED, page nine.
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U-wir« guest
column
First, a little background: A sorority girl wrote a letter to Syracuse
University's Daily Orange, complaining about an editorial cartoon
the paper ran that portrayed sorority-bimbos in tight, black pants.
The girl didn't think it was funny and lamented that because she
wears letters on her chest, she is a target. I wrote this letter to the
paper in an effort to dig the prissy's long nails out of the editors'
backs. They didn't print it, so I'm sharing it with you.
S To the Vocal Greeks:
1 Shut up.
You ARE a target. Just like guys who drive Humvees are targets.
People who join your society know full well what they are getting
into. You did this to yourselves. You joined a stereotype. That's what
the Greek system is - a big, ugly, binge-drinking, black-pants-wearjng, roofie-dropping, leg-spreading stereotype. It was like that when
you joined and it will be like that after you've left.
j I am sick of the Greeks telling us how smart they are and how hard
thev work. I am sick of people with letters acting like they were born
that way, like they didn't choose to feed their poor self-images by
joining a herd of really trendy people. Joining the Greek system is
like being in the SGA or the Chess Club or whatever - certain myths
go along with it..
We don't hate you, we just don't give that much of a damn. Listen,
people arc mocked by cartoons on a daily basis. And according to
them, I am a drunk, OK? But I am not complaining because I don't
have that big of an ego.
But there are some Greeks who have to get all pissed off and
whine. Or, better yet, BLEAT like the lousy sheep they are. Shut up
and stop complaining that the stereotypes get in the way of your
crossword puzzles. You are pathetic. Not because you're Greek, but
because you think it matters.
PS: For the record, I, too, am pathetic for wasting my time writing
this.

Ryan Van Winkle is a U-Wire guest columnist from Syracuse
XIniversity.

Letters to the Editor policy
j Do you agree with all of this-' The BG News encourages all student, faculty,
; administrative and local Input from any and all people who have a strong opln■ ion. The BG News will not discrimmlnate upon letters solely based on a person's
. opinion. We offer two avenues to people wishing to express his or her opinion.
I ■ Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than 500 words (less than two
I typed, double-spaced pages). These are usually in response to a current Issue on
the BGSU campus or Rowling Green area.
' ■ Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 600-800 words) can be submitted as
' Guest Columns. Guest columns will be subject to spare limitations and consld- ercd based on topic relevance and quality.
Anonymous letters are not encouraged. The News will not print any letter or
Guest column without being able to verify the author. This will be accomplished
only If the author submits his or her name, academic major and year, phone
number and/or e-mail address. The News will consider printing a letter or col' umn as anonymous only under specific situations in which the author may have
valid reasons to remain anonymous.
To submit a Guest Column or Letter, bring a written copy to 210 West Hall and
leave it In the Opinion Editor's mailbox. Or, send it on e-mail to
' bgnews#bgnet.bgsu.edu and give it the subject, "letter to the Editor".
. Space limitations may prevent The News from printing all letters received. The'
■ News reserves the right to edit any and all letters. The Editorial Board acknowledges all entries submitted for publication.
Copyright © 1990. The BG News, Bowling Green. Ohio. Reprinting of any
material from this publication without prior permission of The BG News Is
prohibited.
The BG News is an Independent publication founded in 1920 and is pub-lished daily during the academic year and weekly during the summer semester.
' Opinions expressed in columns and letters to the editor are not necessarily
those of the student body, faculty, University administration or The BG
News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the Spring 1999 BG News staff
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any errors In sto
rles or photograph descriptions.
Decisions made D? the Editor-in-Chief and the Editorial Board are final.
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Modern world still difficult for women
Last week, diversity discussion took me to what I knew
best: being biracial and what
impact that has on one's identity.
This week, we'll attack what I
know about least: women.
I have a saying that sprung to
life some time last semester:
Women are crazy, men are stupid.
I think that sums up the total
of my knowledge about women.
But, oddly enough, on the
opinion page, I do have many
opinions about women.
It would only be deserving of
a gigantic "duh" if I said simply
that women have been severely
screwed by our society the past
few thousand years, both literally and figuratively. I think only
the most deeply sexist people
would disagree with that statement and I'm not too worried
about them, because I doubt
anything I say will change their
minds.
But I think there are a lot of
people who believe that this crap
is a thing of the past, that women
are treated equally in our society,
that fairness is more or less a rule
of our educated, contemporary
nation.
Wrong.
A couple weeks ago I touched
on tanning and just this weekend I had a couple of mini-conversations about it again. And

Columnist
something I wanted to hit on
harder in that tanning column is
how our society has perpetuated
this notion of beauty, which
includes being tan.
What I most commonly hear
is, "I just like to have a little
color, because it makes me feel
good."
I say natural is best, baby. If
you need some false, artificial
add-on to make yourself feel
beautiful, then you've got deeper problems.
I don't like makeup. I don't
like a gallon of perfume. I don't
like anorexia. And one of the
main reasons I dislike them are
because they're all products of
the brainwashing that we've executed on women. It's seeped into
some men's minds as well, but it
affects women most.
And this sucks. Not that anyone should care, but I don't find
a woman beautiful or attractive
because of how dark or pale her

skin is, or how well she can
apply makeup so as to look good
for a few hours,
A woman is beautiful for her
intelligence, for her attitude and
personality. I know it sounds
sappy and there's guys out there
right now saying, "Dude, I know
Brian and he's lying out his ass."
Yes, I'm superficial in th.it I
notice those exterior things first.
But it's also the lack of internal
things that turns me off immediately.
Women have it pretty bad in a
lot of ways in our world today, if
you ask me. I think women get
off on a few things, though. Like
I have a friend who's admitted
that she can get certain places by
flirting with the meathead men
in higher-up positions. I don't
care how much I smile and twirl
my hair at Antwon. If he's not
switch hitting, he's not going to
let me have my way all the time.
So yeah, there are advantages
to being a woman. You have to
be honest and realize that. But I
think the disadvantages outweigh the advantages. Take an
example from a friend of mine.
To make a long story short,
she had two guys chase her to
her car, threatening to rape her
and when she turned around to
fight, she and they both realized
that they'd all been hanging out
not half an hour ago.

Men never have to live witl
that fear. Men don't have to livi
with being constantly looked a
as a sex object. Sure, we are se>
objects sometimes, but when'the last time you caught a gir
looking at your butt? And wher
was the last time you got caugh
looking at a girl's chest?
The simple fact of the mattei
is that women experience fai
greater pressures from our society. These come in the form ol
fear of physical violence, physical appearance (look at the pressures of the latest Glamour or
Vogue magazine) and workplace
mobility (studies have shown
that women with the same level
of education as men earn a percentage smaller than that ol
those men), to name a few. It's
still a man's world. Things have
gotten belter. That's the good
news.
But things aren't yet fair. Men I
and women are different and
thus will have different advantages and different disadvantages. The key is making sure
that when all is said and done,
those advantages and disadvantages cancel out for a truly equal
world.
Brian Taylor is a columnist for
The News. He can be reached al ■
taylob@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

'Drug war' only claims innocent victims
The editors of The BG News
should be commended for their
column examining the merits of
medical marijuana. The editorial
was a gem of clear, cogent, logical analysis, worthy of respect
even when measured against
work of the nation's most prestigious newspapers. Penetrating
questions were asked, and government obfuscators were skewered, hoisted on their own
petard.
Herewith follows an attempt
to take the analysis a couple of
steps further.
First, what was once a wise
observation by a famous sage
has become an axiomatic truth:
the first casualty of war is truth.
The truth is that the "War on
Drugs" is a lie. There is no war
on drugs. Drugs are not put in
jail. People are. There is a very
vicious war being waged, but it
is on some of our fellow American citizens (who happen to be
medical patients, casual users, or
even addicts.)
It goes without saying that
medical patients should not be
jailed, as they now are. Addicts,
too, deserve pity and medical
treatment. Instead, they are
demonized and destroyed by the
legal authorities, who by imprisioning them, take them away
from their education, jobs and
loved ones. Presumably, this is in
order to "save" them.
This is in the best idiotic
American Puritan tradition. It is
also as moronic as the statement '
of a U.S. military officer in Vietnam who, after razing a village,
observed, "We had to destroy it

in order to save it (from the
Communists]."
Second, more on the "war"
analogy/mentality: professor
Ralph Raico has noted, "War has
shaped our constitutional order,
the course of our national development and the very mentality
of our people. Because deprivation is a staple of war, people
accept it as inevitable. People
will yield to a loss or diminuition
of their liberties." Confirming
Hobbes' observation that "force
and fraud are in war the cardinal
virtues," the "War on Drugs" has
continued to ravage the American people and our Constitution.
Have no doubt about it: the
"War on Drugs" has been the
cause of the most significant and
dangerous destruction of our
constitutionally guaranteed liberties in our entire history. We
will not gain these rights back
without decades of backbreaking
toil and vicious fights with the
authoritarian drug warriors in
our courts and legislatures.
The drug warriors cannot
admit any of this. They have fed
us lies for so long, and worked
so deceitfully to engender our
trust, that they cannot recognize
the truth even when it is staring

them in the face. They cannot
face what they have wrought in
our country. They do not want to
be held accountable for the billions of our hard-earned tax dollars that they have wasted, or
worse, used to persecute our fellow citizens (including the 97
million dollars of our tax money
they have paid to snitches to rat
on their fellow citizens.) They do
not want to be held accountable
for the destruction of the civil
liberties of all Americans.
'Third, make no mistake:
drugs are not the cause of the
violence and immorality associated with the drug trade. The
drug laws themselves are the
cause. Nobel prize winning
economist Milton Friedman has
demonstrated this repeatedly.
During alcohol prohibition, rival
alcohol distributors resolved turf
disputes with machine guns (as
drug distributors/dealers sometimes do today.) After prohibition was repealed, distributors
(such as Budweiser or Coors)
resolved disputes peacefully in
court. Murder rates plummeted.
Prohibition was the cause of the
violence.
Consider the following atrocities against our citizens (there
are thousands more just like
them):
Clarence Aaron, a college student/athlete drove four friends
on a dope run. He had no prior
record (unlike his friends), and
did not participate in the dope
deal. They got caught, and under
federal law, all faced life in
prison without parole. 1i\s former friends snitched on him, and

under federal guidelines, one
received 12 years, two others
received 5 years, and the other
walked free. Aaron was sentenced to 3 life sentences for driving the car!
Nicole Richardson was 17 and
had no history of criminal activity whatsoever when an undercover narc called her on the
phone to locate her boyfriend, a
small time dealer (the narc was
conducting a sting operation
against the boyfriend). She told
him, and the narc used this as the
basis to convict her for conspiracy to sell drugs. She received a 10
year sentence, because not being j
a criminal, she did not know '
other criminals to inform on. Her
boyfriend snitched on other
dealers and so received only 5
years ... as an aside, Nicole's I
mother was raped while she was
in prison. The rapist was convicted, but unlike Nicole, will be eligible for parole in 5 years.
It is time to stop the lies and
end this insane war on the American people. It is a war that
should never have been waged,
becuase its basis rested on false
premises. Governments should
never wage war on their own
people ... it is a horrific device
best left to dealing with military

William Stephenson
Attorney at Law
Note: Due lo space restraints,
this column was edited extensively.
Read the unedited version on the
web at www.bgneius.com
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Heidi Boxell
Junior
Elementary Ed.
"Freestyle, because
you can do whatever
you want."

Christian Coughlan
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"Breakdancmg. I
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'80s."
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Megan Bielecki
Junior
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■"Right to Bear Arms Day"
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10 a.m. - Noon

course. Open to all. Gish Film

7:30 p.m.
Canadian Author Series

Luis de Pablo and Jose Luis

Music at the Forefront: Trio

Turina

Study Skills
4 p.m.
Learn and review strategies for
The Marriage of Maria resume writing, interviewing
and productive studying. Free.
Braun

ArbOS
Trio Arbos has performed in
c
_•„*. -•.
almost every major Spanish city
and more recently in Britain,

Sunny.
HIGH: 60

Today ... becoming
mostly sunny. High
55 to 60. West wind
10 to 20 mph.

Tonight... clear. Low
around 30.

Gish

Film

Improving

Career

LOW: 35

•/polly-prag-MAT-ickh (adjective)
concerned with things not
one's own affair; meddlesome

A windy continuation
of
yesterday's
atmospheric glory.

Example: Tasia
considered
Cliff to be quite polypragmatic
and
constantly
implored him to mind his own
business.
Polypragmatic comes from the
Greek "poly," which of course
means
many,
and
"pragma,"
which means affair or deed.
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ACROSS
Bullring cheers
Writer Sindaii
Rear part
Rep. Gingrich
Infamous
Helmsley
16 Woodwind
instrument
17 ln_of
18 Tiro pattern
19 New Jersey loam
20 Square sail
support
22 Khrushchev and
others
24 Abraham's son
26 Oil-well device
27 Makes an effort
30 Sign of assent
32 Cream whipper
36 Author ot "Alias
Shrugged"
37 "town Without
Pity" singer
39 Say more
40 Glittering strips
41 Sell-out letters
42 1981 George
Segal movie
44 Skillful
45 Threesomes
46 Mischievous taky
47 Butlerball
48 10 of dates
50 Actor Flynn
52 Pyramid honoree
1
5
10
14
15

polypragmatic

Tomorrow ... sunny.
High 55 to 60.
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Theater. Hanna Hall.
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works for violin, cello and piano

Camarero.
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feature
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WEATHER
HIGH: 56

in 1979. Part of the German Film

will

lOlBOIscampHall

Dominica/UK film by Horace
Ove. Free and open to the pub-

Ireland and Belgium. Program

Way Public Library, Perrysburg.

Theater. Hanna Hall.

Walcott.
r'jrace
Ove.
Haseenah Ebrahim and Keith
Warner,

House,

Directed by Rainer Fassbinder,
this 120-minute film was made

Caribbean

Imagining the Caribbean
Orchid

Imagining the Caribbean
Panel
Filmic

9 - 10:30 a.m.

The
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desperately hoping to be in this feature may Ima it proMatUe to hang around the student union
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60 Son of Jacob
61 Brooded and
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63 Very black
64 "OB VII' author
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beverages
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67Golly!
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eg69 Knight's lady
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1 Sole
2 Solo's princess
3 Water pitcher
4 Hit the books
5 Marine starter?
6 Lasting quality
7 Punter's pride
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9 I owest point
10 Follower of this
day?
11 Shelter a fugitive,
e
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primate
Cold storage
Map on a map
Feudal peons
Former capital of
Japan
37 Tonic's partnor
38 Layer
40 Puccini opera
43 Uncouth
44 Wasted time
47 Adversary
49 Pyramids and
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51 Winona of "Little
Women"
52 Stopper
53 Leander's lover
54 Rara_
55 Catchy refrain
57 Actress Paquin
58 Pass over
59 Jekylls alter ego
62 Luau tare
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lor me answers, look on the
web www ognews com

PAGE THREE of The BG NEWS is intended as a
source of non-vital information as well as a
reprieve from stressful and/or boring dally minutiae. The material herein has been composed meticulously using various means to provide today's
most meaningful and fulfilling nonsense. All words
transcribed here are real; names have been
changed to protect the innocent and the unwitting.
Complaints, comments, ideas, materials, monetary
gifts, submissions, and other sorts of contributions
gladly accepted; please deposit In 210 WEST HALL
in hard copy or Macintosh disk form or email to
Mary Beth Murtha at marym@bgnet. bgsu.edu. I'll
probably look at it. Those whose material is worthy
will get to see it in print ... such reward.
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Hollywood Sq

Every-Raymond [King ol Queens College Basketball NCAA Tojiname-t Championsnrp - Teams lo Be Announced (Live) 31 Ne*s ■
Nightline K
News*
Century: Heaven and Earth (In Stereo) X

Judge Judy I

Frasier I

Caroline irvCity [Movie: »»'i "Something to Tab A0our"(1995. Comedy-Drama) J.'a RoDens t

Charlie Rose (In Stereo) X

American Experience

Red Devils

Ally McBeal Story ol Love" (R) X

News I

Antiques Roadshow K

American Experience

Newshour With Jim Lehrer JT

Arthur "

Kratts Creature

Antiques Roadshow tf

Home Improve.

Mad About You

Seinfeld 1

Friends S

AilyKcBeal IIS My Party" (R) I

Simpsons.«

Simpsons ■

Friends.!(.

Frasier K

DilbertlRII

Sentinel Warnors' (In Stereo) I

J-e Mgfe Bo«"II9SI. Biography) Robed Donat
Daily Show (P.)

Saturday Night Live

DISC New House
ENC Movireee'.
ESPN Up Close

Fix-lt-Line (R|
VJS

Stein's Money

Wild Discovery: SnarKs

8n»n"(i997.Drama)JudiDench.(InStereo)3

Redhanded 11

Tonight Show

Bay ol Pigs |R) (In Slereol X

Newshour With Jim Lehrer X

Great Decisions Business Rpl.

Movie: •••
COM

Ent. Tonight

Jeopardy! K

G)
CB

Time Goes By

Charlie Rose It-

Newsradio I

Simpsons X

Jerry Springer

Spoils TV Det.

Friends JI

Frssier I

Movie. *** "Darlv)gL*"(1970,Comedy)JulW Andrews I

Hovtttee'i 'Young Shenock Holmes"(1986) NicholasRowe. Alan Cox

Movie: ete •1nr»rspac»"(l9e7.ScienceFiclion)OennisOuaKJ

Gallagher: Over Your Head |R)

Daily Show

Disaster Proof?'Rl

Oklahoma Cily Bombing (R

Oklahoma City Bombing

Beast of the Amazon

Stein'a Money

Movie: Cocoon" ()985) Alien pods re/uvenate a group ol Florida retirees Movie: e« "See You m the atoning" 11989. Comedy) Jell Bridges X
Sportscenter ■
IrMM
Cheerleading: HS Champ.
World Aerobics Championships

Sports Reportrs Sportscenter: Champwnsh©

Sportscenter

HISt

700 Oub
Movie: •«• "A» of Me"(1984. Comedy) Steve Martin. Lily Tomim.
New AJdams
New Addams
New Addams
New Addams
New Addams
|Movie: ■ SCiere 11998. Science Fiction)QuslviHoftman 'PG-UX
Movie: 1*4 -PuS»"(l968. Horror) Clitl OeYoung (In Stereo) 1>G-I3' I Movie: e«« "TheFifth£lem«n|-|l997) BruceWilks 'PG-t3'X
Nan Bomb iR) I
|latl Days ot World War II The Dresden bombing and other events at me end ol WonO War II (R)
American Caesar (R> (Pan 1 ol 5) 20th Century (Rl

MTV

Countdown

Station Zero

sc

Sports News

Last Word

scir-i

Quantum Leap (In Stereo) X

V-Mai |R)

Auto Racing Inoy Racmg League - Phoenrx 200.

Star Trek Spectre ol the Gun' I

Home Again [Rl Home Again .,Ri Code 3 "Between Lite and Death"

TNT

Due South -DielenbaKer's Day Oft

USA

Hercules: Legendary Jrnyi.

Video Cliches

Sill t Oily

TLC

TOON Batman: Series Scooby Doo

Say What'

Beavis-Buti.

Total Request Live (R) (In Stereo)

Road Rules

Loveline

FOX Sports News

FOX Sports News

Highlander: The Series X

Friday the 13th: The Series 1

Star Trek Spectre ol the Gun' X

Superstorms (R)

Crater ol Death (R

Paleoworld

WCW Monday Nrtro Bret Hitman' Hart. Chris Benos. Chris Jencho (In Stereo Live) X

Animaniacs

Ed.EddnEddy Cow*Chicken

Bugs I Daily

Xena: Warrior Princess (In Stereo) Walker. Texas Ranger "Break In"

WWFRawI!

Behind the Music "Mrs Vanirli" (R) Where Are They Now? (In Stereo)

Blame Game

Sliders Pool'' X

ER "No Bram. No Gam" (In Stereo)
Dexter'sLab

Ijom Green iRi

Tom and Jerry

Movie: Fnanos 'Til the End" (1997. Suspense) Shannon Doherty.

Flintstones X

■Paleoworlo

Superstorms (R)
Mortal Kombat: Conquest (R) ■

|ScoobyPoo

Ed, Edd n Eddy Cow S Chicken

WWF War Zone X

New York Undercover (In Stereo)

Rock ol Ages

Behind the Music iR) (In Stereo)

Rock Candy
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372-6966

Eye on NATO intensifies conflict; U.S. plane shot down
news
The Associated Press

ompUed from staff and wire reports

IMARCH MADNESS I
Michigan State fans riot after loss to Duke
EAST LANSING, Mich. (AP) — A riotous crowd of about 5,000
people gathered around an apartment complex close to the Michigan
Stale campus shortly after the Spartans lost to Duke Saturday in basketball's Final Four.
At least two fires and an overturned car were reported.
Campus police Capt. Tony Kliebecker said the department sent its
riot unit in to quell the crowd that had gathered around the Cedar
Village apartment complex.
Kliebecker said he's heard of at least two arrests made by campus
police.
"Right now, we're just trying to move crowds. We can't keep up
with it," he said.
When asked if there were any problems, an East Lansing police
dispatcher said: "Major problems. We're under a state of emergency
right now. That's all we know."
At least one student was injured. He was climbing up a traffic
light pole and fell.
The Spartans' season came to an end Saturday night to heavily
favored Duke. The Spartans managed to give the top-ranked Devils
a challenge before falling 68-62.

Watch BG 24 News! ►.

B~n 71

\BG
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■i
.

Weekdays at
5:30. 10:30. and 7.30am
on cable channel 24
See whats happening in the
campus and surrounding
community on Bowling Greens
only live television news source!
Oue«on«/Story Ideas 3735997

'r^rr'

BELGRADE, Yugoslavia — A
U.S. stealth fighter was lost over
Yugoslavia on Saturday night
and its pilot rescued, as NATO
expanded its air assault by ordering its forces to attack tanks,
artillery and troops in Kosovo.
With thousands of Kosovo
residents fleeing toward neighboring Albania, NATO SecretaryGeneral Javier Solana said the
stepped-up assault was needed
to halt violence in the province
and "prevent further humanitarian catastrophe."
A line of refugees stretched for
a mile at the Kosovo border post,
watched by about 10 Yugoslav
army soldiers holding machine
guns. The fleeing ethnic Albanians told of roundups, forced
expulsions and other brutal
treatment by the Serbs.
On the first night of intensified air assault, a U.S. F-U7A
radar-evading fighter crashed
near Budjenovci, 35 miles northwest of the Yugoslav capital, Belgrade.
Yugoslav television broadcast

HABITAT FOR HUMANITY
BUILDING SIGN-UP MEETING
When: Monday, March 29th
9:00pm
Where: Room 112BABldg.
Why: To sign up to build a house in
Cygnet this April
Rides can be worked out

footage showing flames rising
from a tangled wreck that bore
U.S. Air Force markings and the
words "Air Combat Command."
Pentagon spokesman Ken
Bacon said late Saturday the
unidentified pilot had been rescued and was safe at an "allied
air force base." He said the cause
of the crash wasn't known and
refused to provide details of the
rescue.
The official Yugoslav news
agency Tanjug said the $45 million fighter was shot down.
The crash was the alliance's
first loss in the four-day air campaign aimed at preventing
Yugoslav President Slobodan
Milosevic from carrying out
attacks on ethnic Albanians in
the separatist Kosovo province.
Earlier Saturday, air raid
alarms
sounded
across
Yugoslavia on the fourth straight
day of attacks, and Belgrade's air
raid alert center said enemy
planes were in the skies and had
struck military targets in the suburbs of Rakovica and Zemun. It
appealed for calm, saying only
military sites were being targeted.
Bombing resumed after the
rescue of the stealth pilot. After
sunrise Sunday three loud thuds
were heard in Belgrade. The air
raid af' t center in Belgrade said
NATO was striking Batajnica, a
nearby air force base. A few
hours earlier, bombs hit an army
barracks near the southern Kosovo city of Pri/.rcn, Tanjug reported.
President Clinton and British
Prime Minister Tony Blair on Saturday repeated their insistence
that NATO had to act to prevent

Associated Press Ph

A street cleaner sweeps away glass trom the sidewalk in tronj
the French Cultural Center in Belgrade Sunday. NATO lost its r
plane in the assault on Yugoslavia and the four-day campal
intensified after airstrikes were ordered stepped up amid repif
of worsening attacks in Kosovo.
Yugoslav security forces from
slaughtering ethnic Albanians in
Kosovo or driving them from
their homes.
After meeting with his foreign
policy team, Clinton spoke with
the leaders of key NATO allies
Italy, Germany, Britain and
France and agreed to proceed
with the next phase of airstrikes.
. "All the leaders agreed that ...
it was time to broaden or deepen
the attack," Natic tal Security
Council spokesman David Leavy
said.
Without giving details, NATO
officials had said the first three
nights of bombing and missile
strikes severely damaged Milosevic's air defenses, setting up
the attacks on his ground forces
accused of trying to drive off or
kill much of Kosovo's ethnic

Albanian population.
But NATO spokesmen
there were no present plan:
send troops into Kosovo,
called for by ethnic Albanif
leaders and guerrilla fighters, f

|
U.S. pilots at the Aviano ba?'
Speaking to the media before tl
F-117A crash, said they were si.1
prised by how little resistan
they were encountering. It w'1
the first time during the air can
paign that the pilots had spoked
to (he media.
I
"We have not seen anywhl
near the amount of aircr1
weaponry employed that e
thought in1 would see," said c1
pilot who was only allowed"'
give his title and first nan'Navy Cmdr. Tom.
'f

EVERYONE IS INVITED!!!
ON
COLLEGE LIFE:

We're almost full!!!
You've gotta get an apartment
before it's too late!
Check out these great apartments for next year...
Charlestown Apartments - 710 Scott Hamilton A & H and 730 Scott Hamilton A,B,C,D & G
Spa&ous two bedroom unte with patio/balcony, central air, garbage disposals,
full baths, private parking on-sitelaundry, and lots of storage. Landlord pays
hot &cddwater, sewer & waste disposal.
$52Slmo. unfurn., $575/mo. furn.
Ashdon Apartments - 850 Scott Hamilton #2
Our last giant fully furnished, two bedroom uniL.totalty remodeled new carpet, linoleum,
blinds &freshpaintl Lots ofstorage both in and outside the apartment...great for 4 people.
$600/mo. + electric

YOU COULD START YOUR
PAPER THE NIGHT BEFORE
and still get your fall three hoars of sleep.

Time is running out!!! Call or stop by our office today I
Mid Am Management • 641 Third 8t. #4 BG • 352-4380
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BGSU Dining Services presents the

0 ' N I N Q
SERVICES

Community Easter Buffet

Sunday, April 4, 1999 11:00am until 2:00pm
Lenhart Grand Ballroom - Student Union

kinko's

Menu
Slow Roasted Prime Rib w/ Au Jus
Hand-Carved Country Smoked Ham
Chicken Breast Chablis
Pasta Primavera
Vegetables, Gourmet Salads
Dessert Bar & Beverage

Express Yourself."

790

Price
adults-$10.95 plus tax
BGSU students - $9.95 w/ BGSU student ID
children 3-10 years - $5.95 plus tax
children under 3 years - FREE
Golden Buckeye Card Patrons - $9.95
For reservations call: University Catering at 372-6951
Monday - Friday 9am-5pm

FULL-COLOR COPIES

40

BLACK & WHITE COPIES
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BOWLING GREEN • 115 RAILROAD ST. • 419-354-3977
24 HOURS / 7 DAYS A WEEK • WWW.KINK0S.COM
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>hio Farm Labor activists picket pickle company over working conditions
The Associated Press
TOLEDO — Holding a red
| flag emblazoned with the words
["Hasta La Victoria," Tim Gariepy
grinned with amusement while
I his classmates chanted.
The 17-year-old son of a for1 mer migrant worker, Gariepy
and his friends, most of them
white, came to protest the Mount
Olive Pickle Co. and its use of
non-union laborers in the
| cucumber fields of North Carolina.
Few of the students, though,
knew the realities of the fields.
"My mom told me they got
paid really cheap," Gariepy said.
"She said they lived in a house
where there were rats."
The recent protest at a Kroger
Co. grocery was organized by
the Farm Labor Organizing
Committee of Ohio as the first of
hundreds of demonstrations
around the country against
Mount Olive — the South's
largest pickle producer.
The farm workers union
wants Mount Olive to sign contracts with its cucumber pickers,
most of whom are temporary
workers from Mexico and Cen-

Tonight:

t ral America.
The union says the workers
are forced to live in dirty, unsafe
homes, are exposed to dangerous
pesticides and get cheated on
pay and benefits.
The boycott, however, is about
more than human rights. It's
about the survival of the cucumber industry in the Midwest.
During the 1980s, the farm
workers union led a seven-year
boycott against Campbell Soup
Co. that ended when the company reached labor agreements
with 28 tomato and pickle farmers in Michigan and Ohio. Agreements later were reached with
Heinz and Vlasic.
Now the union fears those
companies will look to expand in
the South where they can find
cheaper workers — much like
the car industry has done.
"They'll abandon this area,"
said Baldemar Velasquez, leader
of the farm workers union. "It's
about the survival of the industry and the growers here. We'd
like to retain the industry for
northwest Ohio."
The farm workers union,
which operates out of a renovated funeral parlor in Toledo, has

contracts with 50 growers in
Ohio and 11 in southeast Michigan. It is not affiliated with the
better-known United
Farm
Workers, but the two unions
have a history of working together.
The old viewing room now is
a meeting place for boycott organizers. Black-and-white photographs of past protests, some
showing police officers threatening workers with guns, fill
younger workers in on the
union's past.
Success came slow for the
union in its early years. During
the first boycott against Campbell Soup, it took years before a
church or labor group would
pledge its support.
Now as the boycott against
Mount Olive begins in what is
considered non-union territory
in the South, the farm workers
union is counting on its old allies
for support.
"They know the story," said
union spokesman Mike Ferner.
"We're not starting from scratch.
We know a whole lot more about
running a boycott and putting
pressure on our allies."
Velasquez and his supporters

Mama's Pot Roast

We currently have openings for:
^^
• Full & Part-Time Sales Associates
• Full & Part-Time Delivery Driver and Delivery Assistants.
• For these positions we offer: Medical Benefits, Progressive
Pay for Experience, Bonus Program, Paid Vacation &
Holidays, Employee Discounts & 401 (k).

Undergraduate Art Contest
Art Viewing - March 29, 30, 31
April 1, 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM

ON SITE RECRUITER
FRIDAY APRIL 2,1999

Presentation

George Hughes

From 11:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Call (419)354-0803 for interviews or stop by the
store. Located in the Southwood Plaza
838 Main St. Bowling Green.

Tonight March 29 9:30pm

Starts ® 8:00 p.m.

We are also recruiting Managers lor other Ohio and Indiana
store. Interested? Send resumes to Shastar, Inc.
P.O. Box 1108 #59
Gettysburg, OH 45328

Hot Dogs & Wings sold for CHEAP!!

The Caring Company Our employees are very a|iua»
special people working for a value based firm. jMBUflrT
Smoke-Fteo Environment EEO'Commitloa lo a Diverse* Work

DO

you want to ne

Debt
Free?
Pay off your bills & earn more cash than
other part-time jobs. RPS is NOW hiring
part-time package handlers.
WEOFFBt
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Year-Round Position
5 Shifts To Choose From
3-5 Hrs., 5 Days A Week
Tuition Assistance
Paid Training
Advancement Opportunities
Weekly Pay
No Union Dues
Starting At $8.50 - $9.00
$.50 Raise After 90 Days
Great Work-Out

We wO be OfrCAMPUS this
Wednesday in University
Hall Corrinder from 10-2.
Scheduled interviews are
not needed.

372-2356
An FDX Company
650 S. Reynolds Road
Toledo, OH 43615
(1 mile north of Airport Hwy.)
Call 800-582-3577

of business.
'I don't think the workers are
supportive of this, certainly the
farmers aren't," said Stan Eury,
executive director of the North
Carolina Growers Association. "I
don't think they have the support that they say they have."
. He says FLOC is painting an
unfair picture of working conditions.
"We believe we're taking very
good care of our workers," Eury
said. "We're very concerned
about FLOC's willingness to tell
misinformation about their
cause."
The union has signed up 2,000
workers in the past two years.
But the farm workers are not
covered by the National Labor
Relations Act, which protects the
rights of workers to form a union
— meaning the farm owners can
fire an employee who signs a
union card.
Velasquez won't guess as to
how long he expects the boycott
to last. But he does offer this:
"We'll always have more time
than the company has money."

Libraries and Learning Resources
Multicultural Affairs Committee

poetry and fiction reading series

Monday Night Nitro

ed 80 million jars of pickles, primarily in the South- and midAtlantic states. It's moving into
the Midwest, where Ohio State
football coach John Cooper provides endorsements, and ads
will run on his radio call-in show.
Growing and harvesting
cucumbers is a labor intensive
process — one that can't rely on
machines. During the season,
three workers are needed for
every two acres.
The farm workers union says
its training programs improve
worker productivity and benefit
the farm owners.
"The better skilled the workers are, the better off the farmers
are," Ferner said. "The farmer
and farm worker have a lot more
in common than the big corporation."
So far, though, it has been a
struggle to organize the workers
in North Carolina where they are
paid by how much they pick.
Most earn an average of $3.90 an
hour, according to the union.
Farmers are reluctant to allow
the union representatives on
their land to hand out pamphlets
and make their pitch. They fear
higher wages will put them out

JOIN OUR TEAM! ^4r

Dr. Wendell Mayo, Rachel Clark,
Ed Gore, Joanna Howard
In the Back:

are visiting with church groups,
student
organizations
and
minority groups in the South —
attempting to draw a parallel
between the struggles of the field
workers and those of blacks.
"The black clergy should
understand that this is similar to
their struggles with civil rights,"
Velasquez said.
But Mount Olive President
Bill Bryan is fighting back. He
too is speaking to those same
organizations, taking time out to
personally answer questions
from consumers.
"We think we've been wrongly targeted, because we have a
well-known brand name and a
good product," Bryan said from
the company's headquarters in
Mount Olive, N.C.
The company maintains that
because it doesn't hire the farm
workers, the issue is between the
farmer and the farm worker.
"I don't think there's any way
we can influence North Carolina
farmers to accept a labor union,"
Bryan said, adding that the company buys from union and nonunion farms throughout the
country.
Mount Olive sells an estimat-

March
28 - 30,
1999

JrryHVlmU,

Tuesday, March 30 - 4:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Room 1101, School of Art

Undergraduate Contest Awards
Reception
Wednesday, March 31, 3:00 PM - 5:00 PM
Jerome Library Pallister Conference Room |

Department of Ethnic Studies
Bowling Green State University presents

Caribbean
film

A Film Symposium

Imagining tne Carit>t>ean:
Aestnetics, Identity, and Location
9:00am-l0:30om Rim Screening The Orchid House (Dominica/UK)
by Horace Ovc(OLSC 119)
I0:00arn-I2 noon Panel I Rlrr* Approaches to CoribbconUterolure
Panelists: Nobel Laureate Dcreh Walcott. Horace Ove\ and Keith
Warner (Lillian Oish Theater)
l:00pm-230pm

Film Screening Oultoperc (Barbados/USA)
by Andrew riillinglon (OLSC 229)

2:30pm-4:30pm

Panel 2
Caribbean Onemo: Identity, Notion, and Location
Panelists: Andrew riillinglon, Mary Jane Gomes and Humberlo Solas
(OLSC 115)

7:30pm-IO:30prn An Evening with Humberto Solos (Cuba)
Film Screenings: Obalaleo. El Siglo dc las Luces (Lillian Gish Theater)

| 9flOem-IO:30om Rim Screening And the Dish Ran Away with the Spoon
(Trinidadflbbego)
by Christopher Laird and Tony Hall (OLSC 215)
I0:30om-I2:30pm Panel 3
FllmmoNng: Aesthetic Alternatives and Production Practices
Panelists: Andrew riillinglon. Mary Jane Gomes, Horace Ovc. and hen
Cricniow (Lillian Gish Theater)

l:0Opm-3:00prn

Film Screening Donee Holl Queen (Jamaica)
by Don Lells & Rick Elgood (Lillian Gish Theater)

[I 3:00pm-5K)0pm Panel 4
Practices or Women Hlmmohers «t The Politics of Representotlon
Panelists: Mary Jane Gomes, Humberto Solas and Hascenah Ebrohlm
(McFall Center Assembly Room)
7:30pm-IO:30pm Women MoRe llovles: An Evening with nary Jane Oomes
(Trinidad/Canada)
Film Screening: Angel In o Cage by (Mary Jane Gomes
(Lillian Gish Theater)
Office of the Provost, College of Arts & Sciences, ECAP, Film Studies
Program, History, Popular Culture, Romance Languages, Africana Heritage,
nstitute for the Study of Culture & Society, Graduate Student Senate, Board
of Black Cultural Activities, Latino Student Union, Undergraduate Student
Government, African Peoples Association, University Activities Organization,
Philosophy, GREAL, Friends of the Library, and Sociology.
Contact the Ethnic Studies Department at (419) 372-2796 or (419) 372-7122
or E-mail Bruce Paddington at padding@bgnet.bgsu.edu

PHEASANT ROOM
Open Monday -Ttuirsday^
4:30-; 7:00p.m.
Located on 2nd floor of the Student Union

Dinner Features
Monday:

Kaplan students
get into Law School.
Case closed.

Cincinnati Style Chili

9 out of 10 Kaplan LSAT students go

Tuesday:

to one of their top 3 school choices.

Buffalo Wings

- 1997 Bruskm-Goldnng Research Study ot students at the top 50 law schools

Wednesday:

Classes starting now!

All You Can Eat Spaghetti

Call today to enroll!

KAPLAN

Crab Legs
Regular Menu Also Available
Ub '—■ Accepting Debit Dining Select,
.^S BIG CHARGE,
fe?.=- j Faculty/Staff & Department Charges,
$■*!&• MasterCard, VISA, Discover and cash

.....

PS V

I.

Mon.-Fri. 9am-5pm
Saturday 9am-lpm

Bowling Green,
OH 43402

GREENBRIAR, INC.

Under construction for Fall 1999 • 2 new buildings

CAMPBELL HILL APARTMENTS
318 Campbell Hill Rd.- Buildings F & G
BRAND NEW!!
All units have dishwashers, garbage disposals,
air conditioning, and washer and dryer hookups.
3 bedroom, furnished (limit 5)
2 bedroom, furnished (Limit 4)

$975.00/mo.
$790.00/mo.

*Leases 9 1/2 mos. & tenants pav jit utilities

Thursday:
r.—

Fall 1999 Leasing
Units Going Fast!
224 E. W00STER
HOURS:
■<TS

«
».

1-800-KAP-TEST
www.kaplan.com • AOL keyword: kaplan
•LSAT is a reolatared trademark ol tha Law School AdmHalon Council

■

MERCER MANOR APARTMENTS
323 and 331 Mercer Road (limit 5 people)
3 bedroom, furnished. Units have fireplaces, A/C,
dishwashers, microwaves, and garbage disposals.
New carpet in #'s 8,9, & 10 at 425 East Court St.
Other houses & apartments available
www.wcnet.org/-gbrental

'

L

™

Emotions ran high as students saw in person those benetiting from their efforts. Far
left, Brooke Harlet rides atop her father's
shoulders. Brooke suffers from A.L.L.
Leukemia, but still found the strength to
attend the marathon. To the left, Jerica
Chapman, sociology major, plays a
game of checkers with Charles Krawetzke. Charles won a few moves later.
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I To the right: Dance Marathon organizers hold up cards announcing
I the amount of money raised by this year's event. The total,
$217,366.04, exceeded last year's sum by more than $60,000.
Above, Morale Captains gather before the event. This year's
| Morale Captains included Mindy McDowell, Kevin DeMain, Jackie
Kreim, Any Alt, Michele Hlebovy, Christie Hiemenz, Darin Hohman,
Beth Raymon, Criston Smith, Pete Titus, Monica Tokieh, Joelle
DiPadova, and Heather Knoble

Most people
in our business
want you to get
life insurance.
(We want you to get a life.)
Come and leant how <i career ivllb
us can be more than just a job.
Internships Available.
The Cleveland Agency
LORI SOEDERI

11101 East Ninth Street, Suite 800
Cleveland, OH 44114-3104
216/241-S840
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Tony Cavallario |
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Rock hall adds 10

Reggae Kick Off

By LISA BETTINGER
The BG News
Earlier this month, the Rock
and Roll Hall of Fame held its
14th annual induction ceremony
in New York City. The performers who were inducted this year
were Paul McCartney, Bruce
Springsteen, Billy Joel, Curtis
Mayfield, Dusty Springfield, Del
Shannon and The Staple Singers.
While being inducted into the
Hall Of Fame is an honor, not
everyone has a clear picture of
what it takes to get in there.
There are also questions thai
come up like, "Why is Paul
McCartney getting in again" or
"Who in the hell is that?" Well,
here is a little more background
into what makes the Hall of
Fame work and whal it really
takes to make the grade.
BG News Photo/ SCOTT FAUBER
The Ark Band made appearances this weekend at both Easy Street Cate and Dance
Marathon. The Band is in town to help kick oft the Caribbean Film Symposium, which
starts this morning at 9:15 a.m. with a screening ot "The Orchid House" by Horace Ove
al Olscamp 119. Other yuests include filmmaker Humberto Solas and Nobel Prize
winner Derek Walcott.

GREENBRIAR, INC.
Time is Running Out On Columbia Courts...
224 E. Wooster
^
^352-0717

• A/C
• Newly remodled
with fire places
available
• 4 or 5 person
• Starting at $775.00

I

...Get Them
While They Last!
Ok

In order to be inducted into
the Hall of Fame, 25 years must
have passed since an artist
released their first commercial
release. For all practical purposes, this means that Vanilla Ice or
Milli Vanilli could be getting
inducted in a few years. However, it takes more than time
passing by lo become a member

CEDAR POINT'S NEW
BONUS PAY PLAN
IS SOMETHING
D SHOUT ABOUT.
We've added a super new bonus
plan to a job that's already big fun
with new friends. With our new total
wage package, you could earn up to
$6.50 an hour! No matter which of
our 3,700 jobs interests you - from ride
host and food service to desk clerk and
lifeguard -come to an interview session
to find out how you can earn more with
us than ever before. You can even fill
out the application from our website
and bring it with you, or mail it to us. Be sure to pick up your
FREE Cedar Point 1999 poster calendar at the interview.
Housing and internships are available for qualified applicants. Bonuses are paid
to employees after they have fulfilled (heir Employment Agreements.
Interviews will be held at Bowling Green State University
Oldscamp Building, 101A
Tuesday, March 30
10 A.M. - 5 P.M.

Associated Press Phot
Paul McCartney with daughter Stella at the recent Rock N' Ro
Hall of Fame induction ceramonies.
of ihis elite organization. The
Hall of Fame Foundation then
takes the long list of eligible
artisls and narrows the field
down based on their contribution to music.

It is also possible to be induct- i
ed into the Hall more than once
Foi example, John Lennon has I
been inducted twice, once along
with The Beatles, and again for |
Ins solo work.

This list then goes on lo a
group of music experts for voting. Those artists who receive
the largest number ol the vole,
which must be more than 50 percent, are the ones who will be
inducted.

I.irly Influence inductees are;]
voted on directly by the Founda-j
lion. These artists' music was
released before the advent of
rock and roll, but they influenced those artisls later on.

Bentwood
Subdivision
(across from Mercer Manor)
• 2 BATHROOMS
• 2 CAR GARAGE
• 4 BEDROOMS
•1400 SQUARE FT
• FIRE PLACES
• DISHWASHERS
• MICROWAVES
• WASHER/DRYER HOOKUFS
■A/C
• FIRE PLACES
• FURNISHED & UNFURNISHED

AVAILABLE
BEGINNING
MAY 15 or
AUGUST 15!

GREENBRIAR, INC.

352-0717

www.wcnet.org/~gbrental

— Amu»«m«nlP«rVB«*ort

GREENBRIAR, INC.

Checkout our Website for a complete
listing of all our properties.
www. wcnet.org/~gbrental

NEWI9VE

drfS5™StJ[ Oil It
0N

Ws

4NDUSKY.0HI0

www.cedarpoint.com
No appointment occfMry Foi mote infoimaiwn call l'8CO-6W-JOBS. EOE.

<%

Rentals

GREENBRIAR, INC.

Z^L

Rent any unit with a $300 Deposit

• A New Home Close lo Campus With Free Gas
Heal. Water & Sewer

; i

Don't miss out
Now leasing for Fall & Summer '99

—EAST MERRY AVENUEAPARTMENTS

• 320 Elm St. » A.C.& D 1 bedroom apartments,
furnished. #A 8 C S390.0O0per month for a 12
month plus electric

516 and 522 E. Merry Avenue - CLOSE TO CAMPUS
2 bedroom. 2 baths, furnished. Units have dishwashers
and garbage disposals.

• 320 Elm St. #F 2 bedroom apartment, furnished. $695.00 per month for a 12 month lease.

—FIELD MANOR—
APARMENTS

Plus electric

519 Leroy Avenue, 542 and 560 Frazec Avenue. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS 2 bedrooms. 2baths, furnished. Units have
dishwashers and garbage disposals.

—FRAZEE AVENUEAPARTMENTS
818 I Imi siin. 624, 670 and 656 Frazee Avenue. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS 2 bedrooms, 2 baths, furnished. Units have
dishwashers and garbage disposals.

| i 332 S. Main St.
(Our Only Office)
1
www.newloverealty.com

V

1

352-5620

3 man rate still available
$675/mo.+ Electric (4 person rate)
$600/mo + Electric (3 person rate)
website www.wcnet.org/~gbrental
* Only applies lo units with parental guarantees

FREE MEMBERSHIP AT CHERRVW000 HEALTH SPA Come see us for a complete lisbng of locations
Membership includes indoor pool, whirlpool, sauna, locker room, weight room, tanning

PREFERRED PROPERTIES Co.
530 MaPle St.
\

419.352.9378

!
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UNITED
Zontinued from page one.
| Model UN.
She said that not only do the
^participants get to represent a
country, but they also get to be
Ipart of a committee that their
■specific country would serve on
[in the real UN. This year Pereira
Pwill serve as a member of the
NATO committee, a task she said
Jishe is looking forward to
Itbecause of the current conflict
I going on between NATO and

Yugoslavia.
She added that this year Italy
will have representatives in the
UN General Assembly, Peacekeeping Committee, Human
Rights Committee, ECOSOC
(Economic and Social Council),
NATO and the European Union.
All these committees will meet
with representatives from thevarious UN embassies to ask
questions about the issues discussed in a committee.
Pereira said that after spend-

ing a week arguing back and
forth for their country's positions they have to produce a final
resolution document that the UN
General Assembly will either
approve or disapprove.
"It's like a competition in
international relations, but we
don't go there to compete," she
said. "Our main interest is to
learn and practice diplomacy."
Practice begins way before the
students actually go to New
York, though. Peel said in prepa-

ration for the conference the students have to become experts on
global issues such as economic
development, nuclear proliferation and crime.
Becoming an expert takes a lot
of time and research, but Peet
said the Model UN is a great
educational experience.
"These are exceptionally
motivated students," he said. "I
think they always come back
from this conference a little
wiser, seeing that cooperation is

possible but that it t«kes time."
Pereira said she had certainly
become wiser after attending
Model UN two times. She now
knows how the parliamentary
procedure works and how to
behave at a meeting. Additionally, she can write an official document.
She added that another positive experience for her came
through playing the character of
the country she represented and
bonding with her committee.

The University has been participating in Model UN since
1982 and sends about 15 students to New York each year.
Peet said close to 3,000 people
from at least 175 schools take
part in the conference.
Students interested in the
Model UN program can fill out
an application next fall in the
political science office.
"It's a wonderful experience,"
Pereira said. "I'm learning a lot
and it's a lot of fun."

cess helped increase this year's
turnout.
"You can tell the dancers are
so much more pumped this year
and they're really excited to be
here."
Students had many alternatives to dancing to keep them
awake during the two-day event.
Basketball, volleyball and other
sports were offered, as well as
crafts, board games and a limbo
contest.
Limbo winner and two-time
dancer Gabiel Marquez compared the event to running a real
marathon.
"It's like running 26 miles,
you can't stop moving," Marquez said. "But I don't feel anything exhausting about it. You
wake up the next day reborn. It's

like you have new air breathed
back into you. That's why I look
forward to it."
Many dancers gathered outside the rec center to take in the
sunny weather Saturday.
"I don't know how far we are
into it, but I am making my
escape plans right now," joked
dancer Vince Sanelli.
Dancers were asked not to
wear watches, and all clocks
were covered at the rec center so
that dancers would not be counting down the hours.
The dancers' tired legs were
revitalized for the last 10 minutes Sunday when the fundraising total was announced.
"I am so excited about the
$217,000," said financial committee member Lindsay Jarrett.

"When they told us we were all
standing backstage trying not to
scream."
A medley of pop songs was
played
while
participants
danced a set routine that they
had practiced throughout the
two days. Hundreds of balloons
were released from the ceiling as
the last 10 seconds were counted
off by the crowd.
Afterward, students had
many positive things to say
about their experience.
"I feel like I'm about to die,
but it's for the kids," said freshman dancer Lim Olander. "Even
though I have no energy, I still
feel more alive than I did at the
beginning."
"My faith in God pulled me
through this when I was weak,

just like it will pull these kids
through it When they are'weak,"
Olander said.
Olander feels the experience
was worthwhile.
The joy of knowing that if
one person can make a differ^
ence, then a whole campus can
make an awesome, awesome difference."
Senior Emilly Osterling was
reduced to tears as she lay on the
rec center floor after the last song
had ended.
"This is my fourth year to be
dancing," Osterling said. "It's
been a miraculous journey which
has gotten better each time, and
I'm really sad to have to say
goodbye."

.

MARIJUANA— DANCE
' Continued from page one.
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I
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Continued from page one.

should not be made legal.
"Marijuana is a dangerous
drug," he said. "It's addicting
and can cause permanent
effects.''
Dr. Josh Kaplan, director of
the University Health Center,
also believes marijuana is a dangerous drug.
"There are people who don't
do anything except get high,"
Kaplan said. "They'll say, 'I
think I'll get high and go take a
shower. I think I'll get high and
watch game shows.'"
He also said chronic marijuana use tends to promote a kind
of lethargy.
"I've seen too many people
settle for very mediocre lives,"
Kaplan said.
Bowling Green Police Chief
Tom Votava thinks legalization
of marijuana would become a
further problem, like the problems associated with alcohol.
"I don't look at marijuana as
terrible. I just think there's some
really serious problems that it's
going to cause if it were legalized and became as common in
use as alcohol is today."
American Heart
Association*

V
Choose
Healthful
Foods
EZ

chairwoman and recently-elected USG vice president Christy
Chipps was impressed by the
diversity of this year's Dance
Marathon.
"It's all about community,
that's what we are trying to
stress here," said Chipps. "We
have all walks of life here, all
organizations coming together
for one great cause."
This year 300 dancers representing 60 campus groups participated in Dance Marathon.
"We have a lot more dancers
on the floor this year," said
financial committee member
Kara Doenges.
She said that last year's suc-

Female Clinton duo pulls through tough times
The Associated Press
TUNIS, Tunisia -- Hillary
Rodham Clinton told the story of
a Tunisian widow with six
daughters who shocked her
neighbors by leaving the
"women's work" in olive groves
to start a carpet business and put
her girls through college.
"She persevered, withstanding taunts and scorn, working
hard and inspiring her daughters
to do the same," the first lady
recounted to a women's rights
convention.
The story of a mother-daughter dynamic of devotion and
inspiration finds a reflection in
the relationship that Mrs. Clin-

ton appears to share with her
daughter.
After an embarrassing year of
scandal in the White House — a
year in which Mrs. Clinton held
her head up and her family
together — Chelsea Clinton, 19,
emerged during a 12-day trip
with her mother through Northern Africa as poised, polite, curious and open as ever.
A shy but indulgent smile was
her reward to Egyptian photographers in Cairo's walled Coptic
quarter who clucked their
tongues and called out "Girlie!
Girlie!" to get her to rum their
way.
One of Egyptian President
Hosni
Mubarak's
security

agents, who were at the Clintons'
service last week, said Chelsea,
after poking around the tombs at
Luxor's Valley of the Kings with
her mother, was "so enthralled
with the pharaohs" that she
asked to return on her own — if
the Egyptian agents wouldn't
mind.
At the El-Djem Coliseum .in
Kairouan, Tunisia, Chelsea
ducked behind walls to study
the Roman structure and knelt to
peek into the pit where wild
ostriches, antelope and leopards
once waited to do battle with
gladiators.
She was apologetic to photographers who asked her to stand
still and pose beside her mother.

"I was just wandering around,"
she said.
The Stanford
University
sophomore's spring break offers
the most lingering glimpse in
more than a year of the Clintons'
much-sheltered only child.
But only a glimpse.
While Chelsea herself seems
not to have withered at all during her father's scandal, the protective layers around her have
thickened.
In her best-selling "It Takes a
Village," Mrs. Clinton Hkened
the sheltering of Chelsea to the
successively larger dotls that cradle the smallest in a set of Russian folk-art nesting dolls.

It is a metaphor borne out in
practice.
At least one member of Mrs.
Clinton's staff is almost always
at Chelsea's side.
And the staff, on orders from
the first lady, instructed ei$ht
reporters traveling with the Clintons that Chelsea's casual
remarks — even her gestures —
are strictly "off the record"
unless she appears purposefully
before news cameras, as at ElDjem.
Press secretary Marsha Berry
explained: "She is not a puWk
figure. ... The fact that she is on
this trip is not news."
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FOR FACULTY and STAFF at BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

OVER ONE MILLION OF
THE BEST MINDS IN AMERICA
HAVE ALREADY CHOSEN THE BEST
RETIREMENT SYSTEM.
TIAA-CREF.
When it comes to planning a comfortable future, America's
best and brightest turn to the expert: TIAA-CREF. With
over $200 billion in assets under management, we're the world's
largest retirement system, the nation's leader in customer satisfaction,0 and the overwhelming choice of people in education,
research, and related fields.
A Tradition of Innovation
For 80 years, TIAA-CREF has introduced intelligent solutions
to America's long-term planning needs. We pioneered the
portable pension, invented the variable annuity, and popularized
the very concept of stock investing for retirement. In fact, we
manage the largest stock account in the world (based on assets
under management).
Today, TIAA-CREF can help you achieve even more of your
financial goals. From tax-deferred annuities and IRAs to mutual

funds and estate planning, you'll find the flexibility and choice
you need, backed by a proven history of performance,
remarkably low expenses, and peerless commitment to
personal service.
Finally You Can Join, Too
Recent state legislation allows many people at Bowling Green
State University to choose Ohio's Alternative Retirement Plan
(ARP) and enjoy the benefits of TIAA-CREF's expertise and
customer service. Choosing an ARP is an important
decision-one you should weigh carefully.
If you'd like to know more about the world's premier
retirement organization, talk to one of our retirement planning
experts at 1 877 ARP-OHIO. Or better still, speak to one of
your colleagues. Find out why, when it comes to planning for
tomorrow, great minds think alike.

www.tiaa-cref.org

Ensuring die future
for those who shape it."

•DALBAR. Inc., /WaTeeWC-wrtaWse. fit.eilltnct Rdtuyj. Past performance is no guarantee of future mulls. TIAA-CREF Individual and In,nrunonaJ Service*. Inc. distributes CREF certificate* and interne* in the T1AA Real luaie Aceoemt
Teachers Personal Investors Services. Inic distribute* tl.e TIAA-CREF Mutual Funds. For more complete information, including charge, and expenses, please call for prospecruses. Read them carefully before you invest car serai I
To request prospectuses, call 1 800 8*2-2733. ret. 5509 Investments in securities such as mutual funds and variable annuities are subject to certain risks including the possible loss of principal.
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Tod McCloskey
Sports Editor
The BG Newsl
372-26021
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Tenth inning proves fatal for BG
By MATT STEINER
The BG News

Tony Fontana pitched a whale of a game for
us. He had tremendous stuff and was in total
command, but there were a couple defensive
lapses that cost us a couple runs."

A trip south to Dayton ended in a heartbreaking loss for the Falcon baseball team
Thursday.
After coming from behind to put the game
into extra innings, BG let it slip away, losing
4-3. The Falcons fell to 6-9 on the season,
while Dayton improved to 7-14.
"We had an opportunity to win the ballplate. Falcon catcher Matt Marcum fielded
game," BG coach Danny Schmitz said. "We
the ball, blocked the plate and tagged the
didn't put the three phases together. We defrunner out. It appeared the game was saved.
initely had good pitching, especially from
But Muzi then walked a batter to load the
our starter (Tony Fontana). Hitting was just
bases
and Dayton's Aaron Reese stood at
so-so, and the defense had a couple lapses
third when the BG pitcher threw a wild
that cost us the ballgame.
"We need to improve on all the areas and pitch, allowing Reese to score the game-winput all three together so we can start winning ning run.
BG outhit Dayton in the game 12-8. The
some ballgames."
The Falcoas tied the game in the eighth Flyers committed two errors while BG postinning when Kenny Burdine got on base ed one. Despite the appearance that the Falwith a double to leftfield. A Flyers' fielding cons outplayed Dayton, Schmitz said the
error allowed Burdine to take third. The next stats did not tell the whole story.
"We didn't pound the ball as well as we
batter bounced into a double play, but it
proved good enough to bring Burdine in should have," he said. "We had 12 hits, but a
lot of those were infield hits. Swinging bunt
from third, tying the game at three.
The score remained deadlocked until the hits is what they call them."
At least one positive came from the loss
..bottom of the 10th. Junior Mike Muzi hit a
Dayton batter with a pitch putting him on for the Falcons. Fontana pitched eight
innings, striking out six and only walking
first.
After a stolen base and walk, a Fiver hitter one.
"Tony Fontana pitched a whale of a game
'singled to left. With the runner rounding
for us," Schmitz said. "He had tremendous
third, Aric Christman gunned for the stuff and was in total command, but there

Danny Schmitz
HC baseball coach

were a couple defensive lapses that cost us a
couple runs."
A routine fly ball to left with two outs in
the fourth was one of the lapses. Schmitz said
it was a ball that should have been caught,
but a communication error allowed the ball
to drop in for a hit. Dayton scored two runs
following the mishap giving them a 3-2 lead.
"We need to get on track and get going,"
Schmitz said. "The mental mistakes will kill
you. Last year's team was a fundamentally
sound team that executed well. This season,
we are not doing the little things which you
need to win.
"We need to get everyone on the same
page," Schmitz added. "We have some guys
thai are not playing as hard as they need to.
They're not giving their best effort. We have
to get back to the team concept and do things
that are right for the team an not worry about
individuals. Baseball is a team game and
once you start being an individual, then
you've got problems."

Senior outfielder Matt Mlynarek has the fourth best batting
average, .347, among players that have played at least 1C
games for BG. The Falcons host Defiance in its first home game
of the year tommorrow at 2 p.m.

Relays start
track season

■ Baltimore
| edges tough
■ Cuban team
i in Havana
»

By DAVE TRUMAN
The BG News

The Associated Press
HAVANA — When the sharp
grounder was scooped up at second, Cuba's president and No. 1
baseball fan, Fidel Castro,
shrugged his broad shoulders,
made an "oh well" gesture with
his hands and turned to leave.
Game over.
The Cubans didn't beat the
Baltimore Orioles, but they sure
came close, proving they have
. some of the best baseball players
in the world.
Harold Baines, only 6 days
' old when major league teams
last played in Cuba, singled in
the tiebreaking run in the 11th
■' inning Sunday, giving the Baltimore Orioles a 3-2 victory over a
■' Cuban all-star team.
The 50,000 specially selected
fans in Estadio Latinamericano
■ left disappointed. Still, the
Cubans put on quite a show.
Jose Contreras allowed two
' hits over eight shutout innings
and struck out 10, the most
sparkling of several Cuban players who showed they could play
at a major league level.
Baltimore took a 2-0 lead on
Charles
Johnson's two-run
homer, but Roberquis Videaux

Photo Provided

Associated Press Photo

Members of the Baltimore Orioles (foreground) and the Cuban National team stand at attention during the playing of the national anthem prior to the game in Havana, Cuba Sunday. The
Orioles won the game 3-2 in 11 innings.
hit an RBI single in the seventh
and Omar Linares, Cuba's most
renowned player, singled in the
tying nin in the eighth.
The Orioles, who have a projected payroll in excess of S80
million, would have been embarrassed if they had lost to a team
of amateurs who earn an average

of S10 a month.
Caslro watched from the first
row behind the plate, sitting
between baseball commissioner
Bud Selig and Orioles owner
Peter
Angelos,
who
first
broached the idea of the game
three years ago.
Major league teams once visit-

ed Cuba regularly, but this was
the first game since the Los
Angeles Dodgers and Baltimore
Orioles played on March 21,
1959, about 2 1/2 months after
Castro's revolution ousted dictator Fulgencio Batista on New
Year's Day.

The Bowling Green women's track and field team opened its se.i
son Friday and Saturday at the Raleigh Relays in Raleigh, N.C.
Team scores were not kept at the event, which boasted 126 team
from the Midwestern and Eastern United States.
BG coach Steve Price said the meet featured some of the top talennl
in the nation with club teams running along with collegians.
Several Falcon athletes placed in their respective events, led by ttv
3,200-relay team of Tracy Hill, Christine Thompson, Hanane Sabij
and Libby Mitchell. They finished fourth overall with a time of 9:07 ]
Hill also placed 18th in the 400 out of 119 competitors. She ran .1
solid 56.86 seconds in the wind and cold.
Other top performances included Emily Cokinos' 144 feet 11 incl !
javelin throw. Cokinos was eighth in the javelin and has been an All j
American in the event.
Lisa Keegan took 19th in the shot-put with a throw of 41 feet
inches and also placed in the hammer throw, tossing it 158 feet I I
inches.
Stephanie Held! was 10th in the high jump. Heldt cleared 5 feet |
3/4 inches.
Despite a nagging knee condition, Huina Han placed in both tin
long jump and the triple jump.
Price said Han competed through most of the winter with a if |
inflammation in her kneecap. It is a very painful condition that hal
impacted her performance.
Price is concerned about two other top BG athletes.
Distance runners Hanane Sabri and Jessica LaFene have both beei i
ill of late. *
"Sabri has, we think, mononuclcosis or severe anemia." Price saidl
"We are waiting for test results. LaFene may be anemic. She ran thi J
weekend but not what she is capable of running."
LaFene transferred to BG from North Carolina.
According to Price, she wanted to show her old teammates whal
she could do but was unable to, due to her illness.

I Men's tennis team easily downs rival Rockets for first league wirni
: By WILLIAM R. SANDERSON
I
The BG News
For the Falcons' first Midjr American Conference match of
Sp the year on Saturday, an old BG
?•' favorite came to town in the
•* Toledo Rockets. Three and a half
5, hours later, the Falcoas sent them
5.; back with an 0-1 MAC record.
With a sweep of the doubles
?? matches and wins in five of the
j[six singles matches, Bowling
S Green beat the Rockets 6-1.
The Falcons' record is 5-8
overall and 1 -0 in MAC play.
"We just won the big points

V

"We just won the big points
when we had to. In doubles we
won two matches 9-7. When
you pull matches out like that it
is because you win the big
points."
Jay Harris
when we had to," coach Jay Harris said. "In doubles we won two
matches 9-7. When you pull
matches out like that it is because
you win the big points."

The Falcons are still getting
used to playing outdoors.
"We mentally played tough,"
Harris said. "Physically, there are
still some things that we have to

I

..^.

work on. We've only been outside for three weeks and it takes
some getting used to playing out
here."
In the day's closest match, not
to mention longest, senior Radu
Bartan edged UT's Gernot Kerschbaumer 4-6, 6-2, 7-6 in first
singles.
"I dared myself to win the last
game," Bartan said. "He beat me
in the spring in two sets and it
was a good experience."
The only other three-set match
was Matt Wiles' victory in the
third flight. He beat Hector
Arroyo 6-1,5-7,6-2.
Falcon freshman Vitek Wild

disposed of Jorge Morales in second singles. It was the day's
shortest match with a score of 63,6-1.
BG's other two freshmen also
secured wins in the fourth and
fifth flights respectively. Mike
Kossoff came back from a 5-1
deficit in the second set to beat
UT's Nebojsa Stojanovich 6-2, 75.
"I started off great and then in
the second set I kind of let up a
bit," Kossoff said. "I went down
5-1 and then picked up and won
the next six games. I played him
before and it was a lot easier (the
last time)."

!

BG's Ed Kuresman defeate
Anthony Lipp 7-5, 6-3.
The Rockets' only win came ii
sixth singles where Josh Wein
stein beat Brandon Gabel 6-4,6-4|
BG swept the doubles matchj
es despite close scores. Bartaij
and Wiles won first double 8-.
The teams of Sonny Huynh ancj
Gabel and Kossoff and Wild woi
their matches 9-7.
The match was the second o
five straight at home for Bowlin,
Green. The Falcons play thret|
matches, next weekend, two oi
which will be Saturday.

f-
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OVER THE WIRE

STANDINGS

"® Duval's win puts him at No. 1
• compiled from wire
sources

•SOFTBALL
Irish win two
jainst Falcons
NOTRE DAME — The Bowling Green softball team (3-11) fell
lust short losing two games, each
py one run, to Notre Dame Sunjay. In the first game, the Falcons
lost a two-run lead when UNDcored three runs in the bottom
af the sixth inning to win 4-3.
The Irish to a 2-0 lead in the
Becond inning of the second
zame on their way to a 2-1 win.

•BASKETBALL
Joys' tourney sets
ittendence record
' COLUMBUS (AP) — The
Iboys' state basketball tournaIment's move to a bigger arena
■paid off with record attendance,
Ithe Ohio State High School Athlletic Association said Sunday.
The tournament had been
Iplayed at Ohio State's St. John
[Arena since 1957, but this year
Ithe OHSAA moved it down the
[street to the new Value City
[Arena, which can seat about
16,000 more people.
Ohio High School Athletics
I Association Commissioner Clair
[Muscaro said paid attendance
I averaged about 15,300 and the
[preliminary three-day total was
187,579.

The Associated Press
PONTE VEDRA BEACH, Fla.
— David Duval beat the best
field under the toughest conditions with a clutch shot Sunday
in The Players Championship.
Now, not even the world ranking
can dispute the fact that golf has
a new No. 1.
With remarkable cool that has
become his trademark, Duval
birdied the treacherous 17th
island hole to secure a two-stroke
victory over Scott Gump and
finally enable him to topple Tiger
Woods in the world rankings.
Duval closed with a 1-over 73
to finish at 285, the highest winning score in the Players since it

moved to the TPC at Sawgrass in
1982. Gump hit in the water and
took double bogey on the par-3
17th, but birdied the 18th to finish at 287.
Nick Price was third at 288.
Fred Couples had the best round
of the day, a 4-under 68 that he
finished before Duval even
reached the second green. That
shot Couples from a tie to 40th
into a tie for fourth with Hal Sutton at 289.
Duval's victory came just two
hours after his father Bob won
the Emerald Coast Classic on the
Senior Tour, making them the
first father-son combination to
win tour-sanctioned events on
the same day.

Wolverine icers fall in
second round of NCAA
The Associated Press
WORCESTER, Mass. — This
time around, Michigan was not
sending New Hampshire home
for the season.
Darren Haydar's goal 3:16
into overtime propelled New
Hampshire past defending
national champion Michigan 2-1
in East regional second-round
action on Saturday night.
New Hampshire made up for
its 4-0 loss to Michigan in the
1998 final four. Michigan went
on to defeat Boston College 3-2
for the national championship.
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"It's nice revenge for the disappointment last year," said
Jason Krog, whose assist set up
Haydar's game-winner. "This is
a new season and a new team.
We're just happy to get back to
the Final Four in Anaheim."
With the victory, New Hampshire (30-6-3) advances to the
Frozen Four, which begins
Thursday in Anaheim, Calif.
The game-winning goal came
after Krog stole the puck from
Dave Huntzicker behind the
Michigan goal and fed Haydar.

NHL Claim
By The AMOT.. ted Tress
All Timw ESI
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Alljnlic Division
W
39
New Jersey
'ittsburgh
36
Philadelphia
33
NY. Rangers
30
M Y Islanders
20

L
22
24
23
33
44

T
10
13
17
10
9

Pte
88
85
83
70
49

Northeast Division
W
41
39
33
32
29

L
21
28
24
27
34

T
10
6
15
13
10

Pts
92
84
81
77
68

Southeast Division
W
31
27
29
17

L
28
27
37
49

T
15
17
6
6

Ptt
77
71
64
40

Dttawa
Toronto
lulfalo
soston
^onta'al

Carolina
:
lorida
Washington
Tampa Bay

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Divisio
W
37
>troit
St. Louis
31
Nashville
25
Chicago
22

L
30
31
411
40

T
6
11
7
12

Ptt
80
73
57
56

Northwest Division
W
Colorado
38
28
Calgary
idmonlon
28
Vancouver
21

L
26
33
34
41

T
9
II
II
11

Ptt
85
67
67
53

L
15
25
28
29
40

T
12
12
11
17
5

Ptt

Pacitit Division

w
Dallas
'hoenix
Anaheim
San Jose
.ns Angeles

45
36
32
27
27

n-cliiuhed pl.iv >(l berth
Saturday's Games
Bulfalo 1, Piltsb urgh 1. lie
Chicago 4, New Jersey 4, tic
Philadelphia X NY Rangers 1
Boston 2, Toronto 2, tie
Ottawa 7. NY Islanders 3
Vancouver 5, Montreal 1
Phoenix 2, Calgary 1

Red Wings use newcomers to help defeat Flyers
The Associated Press
DETROIT — The Detroit Red
IWings continue getting immedilate returns from some major
I investments.
Recently acquired Wendel
IClark scored his second goal for
Ithe Red Wings 2:26 into overItime, lifting Detroit to a 3-2 win
lover the Philadelphia Flyers on

I Sunday.
The win was the Red Wings'
I third in as many games that
I Clark and defenseman Chris
IChelios have played for Detroit
Isince being acquired in trading
I deadline deals Tuesday.
"We had a good team before
I and we have to be a better team
[now," said Detroit forward
[Sergei Fedorov, who assisted on
Clark's game-winner.
"It's been a good three

games," Chelios said. "A solid
three games."
First-place Detroit moved
seven points ahead of St. Louis in
the Central Division race after
the Blues lost 3-1 at Chicago.
Both teams have nine games
remaining.
Clark, obtained from Tampa
Bay, poked a loose puck in the
crease past Flyers goalie John
Vanbiesbrouck.
"The puck was laying there. It
was not that hard to put in,"
Clark said. "It was something
where the guys put the puck to
the net and I was just able to be
in the right spot at the right
time."
There was a lengthy video
review after the goal because
Clark was close to the crease, but
the puck was already in the
crease when he got there and the

goal counted. Earlier, the Flyers
had a goal disallowed because a
player was in the crease.
"It's a touchy rule now. We're
always very close," Clark said.
"When something happens so
quick, it's tough to say whether
you're in or out. It's usually pretty close when the puck gets
around the crease there."
The loss ended a three-game
winning streak for the Flyers,
who played without all-star center Eric Lindros. He was suspended for two games by the
NHL for a high-sticking incident
Saturday with Petr Nedved of
the New York Rangers.
The Flyers were also without
injured forwards Mark Recchi
and Mikael Andersson and

defenseman Eric Desjardins.
"We've got key players out,"
said forward Mikael Renberg,
who scored one of the Flyers'
goals. "That's not good, but even
without them we played well
and you have to take something
Vyacheslav Kozlov scored
Detroit's other two goals. Renberg and Keith Jones scored for
the Flyers, both in the third period.
Both goalies were superb as
Detroit's Chris Osgood stopped
24 shots and Vanbiesbrouck 28.
Kozlov scored the only goal in
the first period when he batted
Larry Murphy's rebound past
Vanbiesbrouck on a power play
at 8:31.

- Do you have a question you'd like to ask BGSU?

• Summer 1999 and Fall 1999 Leasing!
• Summer leases starting at 6 weeks
• no rent payments during school breaks
• semester leases
• close to campus
• on-site laundry facility
• $850/semester
• includes heat, electric, cable

II

9 QUA off l^eniuui.
P /• /

^Jhe A

Relax by our pool when you return in
the fall! Our pools are open until it's
TOO COLD TO SWIM!

WINTHROP TERRACE APTS
352-9135
Open Sat. 10-2 SUIT 12-3

Classified
Ads

372-6977
The BG New* *MII i*n kjxiuinfly *.rp< jjvmi<«tiwnu
ih-it JocriiiuiVMc. or riKourafr Jmnnunjimn agjami
any individual Of ifiinjp no ihc K*i» of rare. <c*. color.
erred, rchetno. nnxiijl unpin, M-IJJI ofirntjtum. Ji»jNluy *tjtu« <** .i irirran. i* •« ihr Ki*n nf JO> .>rhrr
Irgjlly ptvtructl *,MU%

FREE DINNER!!
H*lp plan the Spring Concern
Mt«ong is tomorrow night
0pm in the Taft Room
(3rd floor student union)

TV BG rW». rotor- ihr nfN IP Join* Ji-o-nrinur
>« IT.IW any klvrrtivnirw >uth ■ thxv (nurvj 10 hr
Jrlaiiutory. IA*II>( in I-mu.il Kiuv ini«lrjjin(* <w fjlic
« rururc All advirtixiMrnr' onr «uhjcn n rdtimp and
approval

Come visit me -Garden ol Health" at ine 1999
BGSU Health Fair on Wednesday. April 7 Irom
10-4 In the Lenhart Grand Ballroom. There will
be freebies. interactive displays, tree
cholesterol testing and morel For more information contact the Wellness Connection at
3729355

Habitat lor Humanity Bldg Pro,ecl sifln up
Mondsy, March 2», 9:00pm, 112BA
BE THERE'

USG meetings are new in 113 Oscamp oh
Monday! ai 730 p.m. They are also televised
every Tues. and Wed. on Ch 24 at 11 00 p m
Show your support and involvement For the
student body.

I

2 1/2
3 1/2
571
538
.500
423
.276

4 1/2
5
8

4
5
6
8
12 1/2

CB
.690

.655
552
12
14 1/2

11/2
21/2
51/2

.179
.815
633
8
483
448
429
III

4 1/2
9
10
10 1/2
19

Game on.
Don't go banajflkK
coking for a wa'ee/

to livel/CMr J

apartments available
Campus Manor

821
82H Third St.
S

ftockledge Manor

N Mam
Main St
315 N.

615 Second St

Mam St
317 N Main

701 Fourth St.

710Elr»St

610 Eighth Si

7l01/2EtoSt

811 Eighth St

23 7 N. Prospect

733 Monville Ave.

1381/2N Main St.

755. 777 Manville Ave

313 N. Mam St.

4

X

1r

113 Railroad St. (next to Kinko's)
352-9302
Mon-Fri 8-S Sat 8-12

BGSU College Republicans Z
Conservative WEEK 2
(Mar. 29 - Apr. 2nd)
£
• watch for theme days
• win a $20 girft certificate to BW3's
• FREE giveaways: mail a letter home
on us

NEWIWE

353-9164

CAMPUS EVENTS

552
536
.429
10 1/2
.179

"The best party on campus"

Call Sara and Andy Strand at
Newman Housing
for details on hassle free living

pnriRy iwwy

CB
700
1

Bowling Green's most comprehensive sports coverage. Every
weekday in The BG News.

out of it."

E-mail people on the street questions to bgnews@bgnet.bgsu.edu, or give us a call at 2-6966, anc
we'll do the dirty work for you.

Apartment living NOT
what you expected?

io:
84
75
71
59

NBACIance
By The Associated Press
All Times EST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
I
Pet
Orlando
21
9
Miami 19
9
679
New York
16
13
Philadelphia
15
13
Washington
12
16
Boston 9
18
333
New Jersey
5
23
Central Division
Indiana20
8
.714
Atlanta 18
II
621
I vi.,.,i 17
12
586
Milwaukee
16
12
Cleveland
14
12
Toronto
14
14
Charlotte
II
15
Chicago
8
21
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W
L
Pet
Utah 21
7
.750
Houston
20
9
San Antonio
19
10
Minnesota
16
13
Dallas 10
20
333
Drover 7
22
241
Vancouver
5
23
Pacific Division
Portland
22
5
LA. Lakers
19
11
Seattle 14
13
.519
Phoenix
14
15
Sacramento
13
16
Colden State
12
16
LA. Clippers
3
24
Saturdays Games
Atlanta 103, Philadelphia 99. OT
Cleveland 109, New jersey 99
San Antonio 99, Dallas 77
Washington 112, Denver 100
LA. Clippers 103. Utah 77
Houston 87. Golden State 86
Sunday's Games
Late Games Not Included
Orlando 94, Miami 87
Indiana 101. Boston 93
IX-troit 104, Seattle 87
Toronto 91, Chicago 78
Milwaukee 94. Minnesota 85
New York at L.A. Lakers, fn)
c l..>.,|.in<j at Charlotte, (n)
Portland at Phoenix, (n)
Houston at Sacramento, (n)
Monday's Games
Atlanta at Indiana. 7 p.m.
Seattle at Dallas, 8:30 p.m.
LA. Clippers at Denver, 9 p.m.
Vancouver at L.A. Lakers, 10:30 p.m.

CITY EVENTS

SBX-SBX'SBX
Personalized
Graduation Announcements
Available within 48 hours
Minimum purchase-15orders

353-7732

Rentals
709 Fifth Street #1,3,4,5,6,7,9,10,11 &12
2 bedroom unfurnished apartment
2 full baths
Dishwashers
Private Parking
$495.00-$530.00 for a 12 month lease
plus utilities
$595.00-$630.00 for a 9 month lease
plus utilities

SBX'SBX'SBX

LOST & FOUND
Lost keys with small orange flashlight A
black pocket knife Reward offered for their
return. Please can 372-2251, laolity services.

I

332 S. Main St.
(Our Only Office)

torn
352-5620
www. newloverealty.com
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SERVICES OFFERED

INTRAMURAl ENTRIES DUE BY 3 PM IN 130
PERRY FELD HOUSE: MARCH 31 M. W
SGLStCOBECDBlS TENNIS

WITCH SUPPLIES
Preflnam??
FREE pregnancy tests.
CONF IDE NT IAL and CARING

354 4673 BG Pregnancy Center
Stop Crime Now.
From pepper-spray to door alarms and much
more. For tree catalog wnte:
Slop Crime Now
380 Colony Lane Ml
Bowkng Green. OH 43402
THE TANNING CENTER
Three local.ons
248 N. Main St. 354-1S59
993 S. Main St. 353-8828
904 E Woosler St 352 3S88
10 Bed Visits lor S20

Incense, candles, stones, oils, tarol, & more. Al
Alternative! 131 W Woosler St in BG Psychic readings also available Call 35? SEED
(7333) lor more into

WANTED

Chi-Chi's is now looking for hard-working, selfstarters to become part of our SALSAFIED
kitchen staff. Apply today* 1616 E. Wooster
FREE DINNER!!
Help plan the Spring Concert!
Meeting is tomorrow night
9pm in the Talt Room
(3rd floor student umon)

Wl do typing, printing, creating documents A
spreadsheets. Very reasonable rates. Ca"
352-8571.

PERSONALS

02.5 Kiss FM
Uptown Downtown
Apr! Fool's Day Party
Live Remote with 92.5's
Randy West
Thursday, April 1st
Prizes ft Giveaways
ALL NITEi
Party with The Caplaini
Captain Morgan Specials-All Nile

NoCover21
$?Unde. 21 Alter 11 00
FALL 1999 PRACTICUM OPPORTUNITIES
IN THE INTRAMURAL OFFICE FOR RECRE
ATION AND SPCRT MANAGEMENT
MAJORS. APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN
130 PFH AND DUE FPIOAV. APRIL 9 IN
TERVCWS WILL BE HELP APRIL 12-13.
GAMMA PHI E^TA
THE SISTERS OF GAMMA PHI BETA
WOULD
LKE TO CONGRATULATE ELYbSA MEADE
AND
LISA PtTTINGER FOR BEING CHOSEN AS
RHO CHI'S.
GAMMA PHI BETA
GET INVOLVED IN INTRAMURALSII APPLICATIONS ARE BEING ACCEPTED FOR THE
INTRAMURAL ADVISORY BOARD FOR
FALL 1999. PICK UP AN APPLICATION IN
THE IM OFFICE; 130 PFH. AND RETURN BY
APRIL 5. INTERVIEWS ARE LIMITED ON A
FIRST COME. FIRST SERVE BASIS AND
WILL BE HELD APRIL 8-9.

"Male Subleaser Needed I*
Campbell Hill Apts. Aug 99-May 00.235/mo. uui Call 354-4246 ask 4 Josh.

Loung Ung
1997 Nobel Peace Prize
Recipient
Co-Founder and Coordinator.
International Campaign to Ban
Landmines

Wfars end. Landmines don t
Tuesday, March 30th
730 p.m. • 111 Olscamp
free and open to the public

Cleaning and misc. work. Starts May 8 for 2
two weeks or all summer 353-0325.

Female subleaser needed May Aug Close to
campus, own foom. Call Julie @ 354-4197.
Inspiring young good-looking actor. 2i years
old. Looking for theatre & TV opportunities Has
auditioned with 20th Century Fo« in LA A has
gone through Margaret O'Brien acting classes.
Has been to IMTA Convention in NY A LA.
Please contact Jason Todd at (419) 665-2097

Computer geniuses needed. Staples is looking for FT and PT sales people Computer experience is necessary. Apply <n person at Staples. 1080 S. Main St.

i fmte needed. Own bedroom. April to Aug.
school yr. $200/mo. Call Mike or Sara at
3537042.
1-2 female roomates needed tor 99-00 school
year Spacious Hillsdale Townhouse w/ wa
sher/dryer. $22S-300/mo. » utils 353-4281.
2 bdrm. turn. apt. avail. May 15 $425/mo. *u
iftjaa. Call 353-3330.

Subleaser wanted. Nice 1 bdrm. apt. avail, -rimed through July. Optional 12 mo. lease lor
next year. All uM. inc.. furnished, good location.
S395/mo.-negotiab.e 352-7735.
Summer sublet 2 rm. effic. Bright sunny apt.
w/hardwood doors A lg. bath. $275 ♦.
3536700.
Summer subleasers needed. $180Vmo. • electric. Call 353-4447.

HELP WANTED
$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars
For mlo call 203-319-2S02
21 +HOUR!
Easy Work Processing Mail or Email
From Home or School' For Details
Email: Apply4now@smartboi.net

375 Counselors and Instructors needed!
Coed summer camps m Pocono Mountains.
PA.
Lohikan.
1-800-488-432 1.
www.lohikan.com.

featuring

Child care needed in my Perrysburg home
Tues. and Wednesdays from 8.00am-2:00pm.
Children age 6 A 4, starting May 11 thru Aug.
31 Dependable, child-friendly, own trans pona
ton.419-874-7781.

Columbus. Ohio
Scioto Country Club
Summer Slating
Sooto Country Club is accepting applications
lor the club's pool facility lor the 1999 season
Applications and resumes should be forwarded
to the club with interviews and hiring to be
completed May I, 1999. The positions include
the following LIFEGUARDS. POOL SNACK
STAND,
MAIN
CLUBHOUSE
WAITER/WAITRESS AND BUSSING
STAFF.Scheduling procedure conducive with
summer activities. Pay scale is progressive 'or
individuals who achieve. Club's address 2196
Riverside Drive. Columbus. Ohio 43221 FAX
(614) 486-8327 PHONE (614) 486-4341.

1 female roomate needed. Own bedroom. Aug
99-May 00. 704 5th Street. Call M @
353 60?4

770-937-6764

LoungUng
A Multimedia Lecture

Beautiful 600 acre Summer Camp in Northwestern New Jersey seeks counselors and activity specialists. Over 100 positions available
Employment dates are from June 21-August
21. Salary range from $1600 $2000 tor season
plus room and board. Modern cabins and facilities. 11 i'2 hours from New York City and
New Jersey Shore points. No experience
necessary. Just love kids and workjng in tie
beautiful outdoors. Call or email for inlormation
and application packet. Jerry Waldron director
at (908) 362-8217 or cmpmason@garden.net.
Check out
our website
at
www.campmason org.

Akron YMCA Camping Services; Camp YNoah and Akron Rotary Camp-Positions still
available for Summer i999. Include male cabin
counselors, teen program counselors, specialty area stall, and support staff positions
We offer room and board and a competitive
salaryl If you want to make a difference m a
child's life please call us at 1-800-944-9705 or
email usatwww.akronymca.com
Are you seeking a career in public relations or
markeong? If so Damon's Airport Highway has
the position for ycu. Apply here between 2-4
MondayFnday Interviews on the spot,
BoauOlul 600 acre Summer Camp in Northwestern New Jersey seeks counselors and activity specialists. Over 100 positions available.
Employment dates are from June 21-August
21. Salary range from $16OO-$2O0O for season
plus room and board. Modern cabins and facilities. 1 1/2 hours from New York City and New
Jersey Shore Points. No experience necessary. Just love kids and working m the beautiful
outdoors Call o* email for information and application
.cue
Jerry Waldron director at
(908) 3*
1217 it cmpmason@garden.net.
Check
out
our
website
at
www.camp. . jn.org.

OHadStudanAitivilm
Ln««r«tyActrril«sOKinuj|ian
CaStfr d Art> and Samn
lH-.r.-ll«l't»—I.T1
G«u*»rg FJuatxin. Imrmminjl k Summn Pmgrarw
BnwUfif (Jw> bluuMwl Nvfwwt
CinKr In* EnviimnmuJ Pmgnm.
Efwdnn Kjft7 Thru.EnviimmmUl IIm.* SI^HV

D.J. needed Fn A Sal's. Checkers Pub. 809 S
Main 352-9637.
Direct Care Residential Specialist Full and
part time positions available to provide care
and support to individuals with developmental
disabilities Irving in the Children's Home and
area group homes, including Bowling Green.
Primarily afternoons, evenings, and weekends. Starting wage $7 14-$8 52 depending on
experience/education. Comprehensive training program and excellent benefits. Must be
18. have a valid dnver's license and good dnving record, physically lit and able to lift 60lbs.
Applications and tour every Wednesday
9:30-10:30am and 4.30-5:0 Opm. Sunshine
Inc. of Northwost Ohio, 7223 MaumeeWestemRd.Maumee. Oh.o EOE
Director Christian Education
Active Presbyterian Church filled with teachers
A learners seeks a strong Director of Christian
Education to train, supervise & encourago
Sunday school leaders, youth group advisors A
related volunteers. Wo seek concerned A
committed leader to work 30 hrs per week all
through the year, with time for vacation A continuing education. For further into, call the
Chair. D.C.E. search committee. 352-5176
Send resume to: First Presbyterian Church.
126 S. Church St. BG, OH 43402. We are an
EOE.
Do you have skills and oxporience with programs related to web publishing? We are looking tor a highly skilled student to assist us in the
development and maintenance o' our web site
using Microsoft Frontpage. Internship credit
available. Minimum 10 hours weekly. $6/hr.
Call Anita at Continuing Education. 372-8161.
FREE RADIO
• $1250!
Fundraiser open to studont
groups A organizations. Earn
$3-$5 per Visa/MC app. We
supply all materials at no cost
Call for mlo or visit our website
Qualified callers receive a FREE
Baby Boom Box.
1-800-932-0528x65
www .ocmconcopts .com

John Newlove
Real Estate
319 E. Wooster St.
Across from Taco Bell
l(419)-354-2260

Monday, March 29, 199

GAIN PROFESSIONAL SALES EXPERIENCE-BEST SUMMER JOB IN BG
Student Publications is now accepiing applica
nons lor sales account executives. Gam valuable sales experience selling phone directory
ads to local businesses Positions require
15-20 hours per week and run from May
through July. Students must have excellent
communication skills, be highly motivated and
have own transportation Stop by 204 West
Hall lor an application or call Toby at 3720430
for more info.

HELP WANTED. EARN EXTRA CASH""
MAKE YOUR OWN HOURS'i' RESPONSIBLE
STUDENTS TO MARKET/MANAGE CITIBANK PROMOTIONS ON CAMPUS. FREE
GIVEAWAYS! EARN $400./WEEK CALL

" Houses, Apts 4 Rooms 99-2000 "
326l_eroy up 1 bdrm
307 1/2 E Reed 3 bdrm
Rooms 4 Effc. $205 4 up met. all utR.
Summer & 2nd Sem Apts. avail
Call 353 0325 9am 9pm

UCF is seeking a PR major lor a part-time paid
internship position to replace a Dec. 99 graduate. You must be available for Fall 99 semester
tor training For mlo call 352-7534.
Waitresses needed Fridays and Saturday
Checker's Pub. 609 SouPi Mam 352-983/
We are looking lor aquatic, aerobic, & kickbox
ing instructors and personal trainers Flexible
schedule. Pay based upon experience
($10-$20mr). Full dub benefits. Call Tiffany at
419-841-5597, St James Health Club, Toledo
Woodcreok Farm 4 Greenhouse General
Laborers. FuH or P-T. Now 4 thru summer.
S6 00/hr 8 mi. ol BG, 655-2126.

i and 2 bdrm furnished apts. lor '99 00 send
year. 352-7454.
1 bedroom apt. across from campus. Avi
mid-Aug 1 yr lease, $300'mo. • util
419-897-9030.
12 month leases starting May 15,1999
122 N. Cnterpr.se-1 Br 1 person $350 * iJ
609 5th. 2 bdrm house. $490 4 urn
Steve Smith. 352-8917 or 367-8666.

FOR SALE

JOANN AT 1 800-950-8472.

If you want to work m a fun-filled atmosphere
and mako $5500 to $7000 then Put-In-Bay is
for you. Working on South Bass Island >s a
great experience in the tourist industry. We are
looking lor full or part-time employees 25 or
older. Call 419-285-6010 between 1 and 6pm.
Tues. or Thurs.

Looking for models to promote Jagemeister
and Grey Goose in the Cleveland and surrounding area Musi be 2\ years of age and
have reliable transportation. Call
1.800-865-2437.

Now hiring 2nd shift sanitation crew workers
7-npm. Start $7.00/hr. Apply at Greenlme
Produce Co. 12700 S OHIO Hgwy. BG.
Nureing-RN>LPN- Pan time working with
children and adults with developmental disabilities. Applications and tour every Wednesday,
9 30 1000am and 4 30-5.00pm. Or contact
Human Resources (4i9| 865 0251. Sunshine
Inc. ol Northwest Ohio, 7223 MaumeeWestern Rd„ Maumee. OH. EOE.
Part-time student employment
Are you looking lor part-time employment ol 15
hours plus per week within walking distance to
BGSU campus? Interested in working various
unskilled jobs in assembly, packaging, etc.?
Rate ol pay is $5.15 per hour.
Apply in person between the hours of 9;00am
and 5.00pm (Monday-Friday) at:
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS, INC
428 CLOUGH STREET
BOWLING GREEN. OH 43402
SUMMER JOBS
AND MALE COUNSELORS
NEEDED FOR
TOP CHILDRENS CAMP IN MAINE
Top Salary. Room/BcaroVlaundry. Clothing &
Travel allowance provided. Must love children
and have skill in one or more of the following
activities: Archery, Arts A Crafts (Ceramics.
FEMALE

Stained Glass. Jeweleryj, Athletic Trainer.
Basketball. Canoeing, Kayaking, Dance (Tap.
Pomte. 4 Jazz). Drama, Field Hockey, Golf.
Gymnastics (Instructors 4 Qualified Spotters).
Horseback Riding/English Hunt Seat. Lacrosse, Photography. Videographer, Piano Accompanist, Pioneenng^amp Craft. Ropes
(Challenge Course, 25 Stations). Sailing. Soccer, Softball, Tennis, Theatre Technicians,
Track 4 Field, Volloyball. Waiersknng (Slalom.
Trick, Barefoot. Jumping). WSlySwim Instructors, Windsurfing. Also opportunities for
Nurses. HTML programmers and secretaries.
Camp Vega lor Girls!
www.campvega.com
E-mail: jobs@campvega.com
CALL 1-800-838-VEGA
COME SEE US! We will be on your campus
Thura.. April 1st.
Town Room. Student Union
INTERVIEWS AND INFORMATION
FROM 10AM-4PM

12 unit apartment bidgs
724 6th St. "7057^51.
2 bdrm furn. or unfurn
$500 mthly. 99-00 sen. yr. lease
FREE heat, water
sewer, gas 4 HBO
354-0914

'93 Dodge Spirit
4 dr.. very reliable, runs well. 135K mi. $2000
Call 372 2606 or 419 666 0926
1990 Cavalier. 4 new tires and new engine.
rod $1800 OBO 419 669 258?
1990 Cavalier. 4 new tires and new engine.
Red. $1800 080 (419) 669 2582.

AVAILABLE FOR FALL
2 bdrm. furnished 704 5th St.
2 bdrm. unfurnished 710 7th St.
352-3445 for more information.

1995 Kawasaki Zx-6 Brand new, low miles,
$6000 OBO. Call 354-6038
94 Chevy Camaro V-6 5-speed 71,000 miles
Great condition $7500. Call 352-3502 or
637-2174. Ask for LOT.
CARS FROM $500.00
Police impounds and tax repo's.
For listings call 1 800-319-3323 x4558

Fed up with high phone rates?
Sick of credit limits?
Use Common Cents located here In BG.
9.9 cents per mln. prepaid calling cards
Available in $5.00 for 45 minutes
$10.00 tor 96 minutes
$20.00 for 197 minutes
Guaranteed quick delivery!
Make your checks or money orders
paysble
to Common Cents 4 mail your request to:

Common Cents
PO Box 962

BG OH 43402
Include your name, address 4 phone
Low. low international rates
Cards can be used anytime, snywhere!

FOR SALE. Used acoustic guitar, including
case, tuner, capo. Asking $125. Call Aaron at
3530477.
FuH size sleeper sofa-good condition. $70 negotiable. Chair-$20 negotiable; call Alex @
372 1384.
Macintosh 6320 CD. Power PC. monitor, printer 4 all other acces incl. Great for surfing the
net $550obo. Call Bill® 353-1299. Must seW

FOR RENT

CHECK OUT THE BEST KEPT HOUSINtJj
SECRET IN BG! Clean, 2 bedrooms, fullf
furnished, dishwasher, laundry facilities, «i
tilities provided, on-slte manager, balcorj
units available. Call tor an appointmo
352-9909.
Female roommate needed for 4 bedrool
house. 1 year lease, $255/mo ♦ utilities. dos4
to campus. Call Enn 372-3912.
Female subleaser needed. Summer 1999 I
1999/2000 school year. $i80/month . utils |
Call Ana 353-3465
Grad. students. 2 bdrm. brick, large ya/J
$795/mo. plus dep. 4 util. No pets. 353-72571
leave message.
House for rent for summer. 606 1/2 E. Woosj
ter (green house). Avail, in May. $425/mo. Calf
354-5184 ASAPII
I
Houses lor rent: AH 12 month leases, tenana
pay utilities, security deposit 4 parental gual
an tees.
730 Elm -2BR, $475/month available now
734 Elm-3BR. 2 Bath. $725/month. available!
Aug 15
316 Ridge(Front)-2BR. $550 available May 15J
3i6Ridge(Rear)i BR. $300 available May isl
233 W. Merry-4 BR. $725 available August 151
Phone 352-2330or 354 2854 after 5:00pm
It you're looking lor someplace with cheap rer
call 352-7050. Small country house 3 ml fror
BG Gas heat, ory water, downstairs bdrm. bi
no bath facilities Leave name 4 ph » o
machine.
1
Subleaser needed lor summer. 2 bdrm. duple*
newiy built, very nice, AC. off-street pkg $50plus util Avail, in May 353 0299
Summer subleasers needed. 6 bdrm house.'
yrs old, washer/dryer inc. 2 blocks from cam
pus. cueap summer rate 372 6355 ASAP.

GEORGETOWN MANOR
For 1999-2000 school year
800 3rd Street
1 bedroom
Fully furnished, AC,
Laundry facility, no pets.
Parking, prof, maintenance
Reasonable rent
Gas heat, water 4 sower included
Also summer rales
Call 354 9740 for more details 4 app't

Two bdrm apt unfurnished. $60000/month
includes utils. V2 block from campus Avail
5/15 Call 686-6541.
Two bdrm. house $525/month ♦ utils. Avail
June 1st. 801 6lh Si. Call 655-3084.

HIGHLAND >

MANAGEMENT

I30 E Washington Street. Howling Green ;

NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

354-6036
Graduate student housine
Avail. Now & Fall"

^Summer employment

NEWLY REMODELED

Jay-Mar Apis.
803 - 815 8th St. / Avail May 1st.
• Dishwashers
• New refrigerators

Home City ICE

• Disposals

Home City
Ice Company

• All new paint throughout
• Self-cleaning ovens
• New kitchen cabinets
• Ceramic tile
• Ceingfans

Now Hiring for these Positions:

COMPLETE APT. MAKEOVER!
$5S0/mo„ 12 mo. lease

1. Route Drivers
2. Production Stackers
3. Truck Loaders

The Highlands
220 Napoleon Rd.
One bedroom, toundry tac*nes
n Udg. a/c. qiiet
From $395/mo.

Competitive Wages / Flexible Schedules
Locations throughout all of Ohio
and Southeast Michigan

Management Inc.
Now leasing for Fall
1999-2000

The HomesteadGraduate Housing
One and two bedroom, A/C.
on-slte laundry ceromc He.
soundproof construction skylights
dishwashers, voutted ceilings
From $450/mo.

Call Today for Complete Details!!
Management Inc.
Hilhdalc Apts., 1082 Fairview.
Large studios, high vaulted ceilings,
unique floor plan, car ports
9 1/2-12 mo. Leases
Start at $350 Call JS3-5800

Management Inc.
Evergreen Apts.. 215 E. Poe.
Efficiencies & huge I bdrms, laundry
on site, lots of parking Eft", starts at
$230. I bdrms Starts at $340
Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
Willow House Apts., 830 4th St.
I bdrms. gas. heal. A/C Remodeled
Starts at $375.Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
Woosler House. 716 E. Wooster.

319 E. Wooster St.
(Across from Taco Bell)
RENTAL LINE:

NO PETS ALLOWED!
TENANTS PAY UTILITIES!

354-2260

256 SOUTH COLLEGE
UnitB
Two bedrooms. Limit 4
people. $670.00 per
month, deposit
$670.00. Lease Aug.
22, 1999 to Aug. 12,
2000.

451 THURSTIN
Efficiencies for summer and
Aug. to May. Assigned
Parking. Starts af S310.00.
517 E. REED
One bedroom for Aug. to
May. Starts at S380.00
521 E. MERRY
Two bedrooms for summer
and Aug. to May. Assigned
Parking. Starts at S500.00.
605 SECOND
One bedroom unfurnished
for summer and fall. Starts
at $320.00

I bdrm. 400/mo + Elcc. One minute
from South Hall
Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
Stop by our office a! 1045 N. Main
St. for complete listing or
Call 353-5800.
www.wcnet.org/-mecca

f.
!:

Many other locations
available. A complete
listing is available at the
rental office.
Stop in, our friendly
staff will help you find
the perfect home for
next year!

1-800-899-8070
"Be a part of a winning tradition"

530 E. MERRY STREET
Three bedroom. Limit 4
people. $670.00 per
month, deposit
$670.00. Lease from
August 22, 1999 to
August 22, 2000 Noon.

HOUSES
AVAILABLE

1999-2000

Let us help you make a tough decision
easy ecl or stop Dy (he office rODAV

L.

Call 354-6036
From 9 - 4

s

IT'S FOR YOU I
Gain Experience Before
You Graduate!
We are looking for sales
representatives to sell for
BGSU Directories. Gain
Experience before you S
Graduate!

•
•
•
•

MANY APARTMENT
LOCATIONS AVAILABLE.
STOP IN THE^ENTAL
OFFICE FOR A COMPLETE LISTING. WE
CAN HELP YOU!

Build your resume
Work flexible hours
Make a commitment
from April to August
Gain valuable contacts
Must have own car

Apply at 214 West Hall or Call 372-0430 for more information.

i

<

